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Brief summary of the work

The students from Universidad de las Fuerzas Armadas ESPE, of the Department of

Languages took the FCE exam on November 2012.  It was decided to analyze the

results in order to make the thesis.  After going through the whole quantitative data,

results showed that the Listening Skill was the lowest from all five papers of the FCE

exam. Knowing this fact, we went deeper in search of the main problem taking

Discourse as the variable reference, according to Beaugrande 1981, there are 7 types

of discourse or also called standards of textuality; therefore, finding out which type

of discourse students from ESPE had more problems with, will be the objective of

this work.

Keywords

• Active Listening

• Specific Information

• Genre

• Discourse

• Beaugrande
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PART I

RESEARCH PROJECT

1.1. Problem Identification

As students are not exposed to English communication frequently, they are not

prepared to comply with the FCE listening skill’s requirements in order to be a B2

level according to the Common European Framework CEFW. Students feel confused

due to their limited target language performance, and fall easily to FCE distractors

based on specific standards that are set-up strategically to screen the people who still

have problems with audible input.

The main cause was identified in Parts 2 and 4 of the Listening Paper, since both

were low and had the same FCE Focus in common, which is Specific Information

according to FCE, or Informativity according to Beaugrande 1981, as seen on Annex

9. This means that students had problems with dealing new loads of information via

listening, thus, made a bad performance in the Listening Skill of the FCE. The

second cause was analyzed as the following; Part 3 of the Listening Paper was not

considered as the problem candidate since it was the highest, hence Part1 was

considered to be reconsidered, also because Part2 and Part4 was targeted as the main

cause, finally two FCE Focus were on the view as seen on Annex9, however, the

most difficult was Genre and called Situationality as well, according to Beaugrande,

narrowing down to the second cause in this research. Therefore, the relation between

the standards of textuality according to Beaugrande and the Listening Skill was the

target to be unraveled in order to target the acute deficiencies.

In order to understand the results it was necessary to have a quick overview of

the scores in the section “Understanding the FCE grading system” on page 68.
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In order to measure student’s performance an FCE test was taken at ESPE on

December, 2012

INDICATORS

 The average student had 15.23 out of 30 points in the listening paper
making it the lowest score among the other papers.
 Regarding to the Listening parts: Part2 and 4 were low and had the same

FCE FOCUS, which was SPECIFIC INFORMATION; therefore, it was the
cause number one for a bad performance in the Listening Paper.

“LOW PERFORMANCE IN THE LISTENING SKILL OF
THE FCE EXAM TAKEN ON NOVEMBER 2012 AT

UNIVERSIDAD DE LAS FUERZAS ARMADAS ESPE”

Test takers did not
understand new
information when
listening

Students did not
understand the
situation presented in
the listening skill.

Students did not use
discourse as should be
done on a daily basis

Students had
problems with Parts 2
and 4 of the Listening
paper

Students had
problems with Part 1 of
the Listening paper

Students feel
confused

Students felt frustrated
at the moment of taking
the test

Students could not
understand the speaker’s
intention

Students fell easily
for FCE’s distractors

Students were not
used to going through
non-ordinary
information

Students did not
understand the
speaker’s objective
when listening

Students had
limited English
exposure

EFFECTS

CAUSES
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1.2. Problem Formulation

The question this study tried to answer is “What is the relationship between

Discourse and the Listening skill of the FCE exam taken on November 2012 at

Universidad de las Fuerzas Armadas ESPE?”.

1.3. Variables Matrix

VARIABLE CONCEPT DIMENSION SUBDIMENSION

DISCOURSE

INDEPENDANT

VARIABLE (X)

A unit of spoken

language that contains

more than a sentence,

using pragmatics to

understand the language

in a deeper way, making

use of syntax, semantics

and standards of

textuality to have a

completely and more

understandable sentence

LINGUISTICS

Pragmatics

-Context

-Discourse analysis

Sintax

-Principle

-Morphology

Semantics

STANDARDS

OF

TEXTUALITY

- Coherence

-Cohesion

-Informtivity

-Intentionality

-Situationality

-Acceptability

-Intertextuality

LISTENING

SKILL

DEPENDANT

VARIABLE (Y)

Listening, very different

from hearing, is an

active process where

many factors take place

in order to

understanding audible

input.

LANGUAGE

SKILLS

Hearing Vs Listening

Active Listening

-Barriers

-Benefits

-Disadvantages

CONTINUE
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"THE

RELATIONSHI

P BEETWEEN

DISCOURSE

AND THE

LISTENING

SKILL OF THE

FCE EXAM

TAKEN ON

NOVEMBER

2012 AT

UNIVERSIDAD

DE LAS

FUERZAS

ARMADAS

ESPE"

VARIABLE

(XY)

Fce makers are

concerned with different

types of discourse which

differs in each listening

paper, therefore, it is

important to know what

factors are set when

making the mentions

test and finally its

solutions

DECODING

THE FCE

LISTENING

PAPER

Cognitive Linguistic

Strategies

-Pragmatics

-Semantics

-Extra & Intralinguistic

Contexts

-Syntax

Explicit & Implicit

Meaning

Inferences

-Entailments

-Presuppositions

-Implicatives

-Cognitive Inferences

FCE MAKEUP Papers

Understanding The Fce

Grading System

Fce Focus And

Beaugrande's Theory

1.4. Objectives

1.4.1. General Objectives

 To determine the factors that induces discourse.

 To have a complete knowledge of the listening language skill.

 To determine the relationship between discourse and the listening skill from

the FCE exam taken on November 2012 at Universidad de las Fuerzas

Armadas ESPE.
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1.4.2. Specific Objectives

 To understand the gist of the principles of Discourse Analysis which are turn

taking, adjacency pairs and repairs.

 To understand how language is performed.

 To acknowledge all the Stardards of Textuality.

 To acknowledge what active listening is.

 To see the benefits active listening offers.

 To realize the common barriers for not listening actively.

 To understand what the listening paper is about.

 To acknowledge the FCE makeup.

 To analyze the FCE results.

1.5. Justification

This research was intended to aid students from Applied Linguistics career to be

aware of the core problem presented in the Listening skill of the FCE exam by

acknowledging the Standards of Textuality according to Beaugrande 1981.

The investigation made in this research was intended to aid teachers to realize in

which parts of their teaching process they had to reevaluate and consider throughout

their lesson plans.  Having the solutions in our hands, was intended  to make students

be more prepared and have a better knowledge about the specific flaw in the

Listening paper, hence, having more security and higher grades in the exam, which

was also help in a daily basis.

To sum up, this research was not only intended to help students but also teachers

so they could know where the mistakes were and took a new focus to rely on and

begin a new bias based on more acute needs.
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PART II

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

CHAPTER 1

UNIVERSIDAD DE LAS FUERZAS ARMADAS ESPE

2.1.1. WHO ARE WE

The Universidad de las Fuerzas Armadas ESPE is a higher education institution,

with legal staff members, administrative autonomy and its own patrimony, of public

law, domiciled in the city of Quito and headquarters in the town of Sangolqui. The

Universidad de las Fuerzas Armadas ESPE is recognized by the National System of

higher education.

2.1.2. PHILOSOPHY

2.1.2.1. Mission

To form scholars and professionals of excellence; generate, apply and

disseminate knowledge, propose and implement alternative solutions to problems of

public interest in their zones of influence.

2.1.2.2. Vision

Leader in the management of knowledge and technology in the Superior

education system, with international prestige and referential to ethical value

practices, civic and service to society.

 The Institution owes its origin to the ecuadorian nation; therefore all its

effort is led to the solution of its problems through vocational and

technical training, research, study, and approach to solutions for the

problems of the country.
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 The institution is open to all currents of universal thought, without

political or religious proselytizing

 Responsible autonomy, co-Government, equal opportunities, quality,

relevance, integrity and self-determination for the production of thought

and knowledge within the framework of the dialogue of knowledges,

universal thought and scientific production - technology global.

 The permanent quest for excellence through the practice of the culture of

quality in all its actions.

 Conscious, critical and participatory training with academic freedom and

scientific rigour, understanding and respecting the fundamental rights of

the human being and the community.

 The cultivation of moral, ethics and civics, respecting human rights with

deep awareness citizen, contributes to the pursuit of truth and creates men

and women of honor, free and disciplined.

 The maintenance of the historical foundations of national identity to

increase pride in who we are and so plan ahead.

 The conservation, defense and care of the environment and the rational use

of natural resources;

 The practice of the traditional values of order, discipline, loyalty, justice,

gratitude and respect, in the context of responsibility, honesty, self-control,

the creativity, the democratic spirit, solidarity and the solution of problems

through dialogue and reason.

2.1.3. INSTITUTIONAL VALUES

The conduct of each and every one of the members of the University community,

will always remain under the practice of institutional values which are the following:

 Honesty foolproof.

 Respect for freedom of thought.

 Order, punctuality and discipline awareness.

 Ongoing quest for quality and excellence.

 Equality of opportunities.
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 Respect for people and human rights.

 Recognition of the will, creativity and perseverance.

 Practice of Justice, solidarity and loyalty.

 Practice of true friendship and camaraderie.

 Culture of civility and respect for the environment.

 Commitment to the institution and the society.

 Institutional identity.

 Leadership and entrepreneurship.

 Critical thinking.

 High awareness citizenship

2.1.4. HISTORY

The Universidad de las Fuerzas Armadas ESPE has its origin in 1922, the

official engineering school became a school of artillery and engineer in 1936. Given

the significance of engineering around the world and in particular after the second

war, it was considered an engineering technical school. It becomes a Technical

Engineering School in 1948. After the crisis of higher education in 1968, the

Technical School of Engineers opens its doors to civilian students in 1972 in order to

share with them the excellence and quality of training which teachers instructed;

besides their field, they were prominent civil and military professionals. Such was

the recognition of the society that on December, 8, 1977 was bestowed by the

National Congress, the character and condition of The Universidad de las Fuerzas

Armadas ESPE. On June the 26th 2013, CES approves the Estatute and the Fuerzas

Armadas University is formed, and the Escuela Politecnica del Ejercito-ESPE, The

Universidad Naval Rafael Moran Valverde – UNINAV and the Instituto Tecnologico

Superior Aeronautico - ITSA are integrated.

2.1.5. DEPARTMENT OF LANGUAGES

Learning foreign languages has become a primary formative need, today,

companies are not only content with a simple job interview to choose its perfect
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candidate, they want results, which are provable. One of those results is the handling

of languages at a broader level than the simple knowledge of the language.

2.1.5.1. Objectives

To provide, with excellence and total quality, professional courses for the

teaching of English as a foreign language, process of which it is to obtain a human

resource efficiency and consistent with the trends of contemporary humanistic

development.

2.1.6. The Career of Applied Linguistics

The career of Applied Linguistics to English language was created on February,

22, 1999, and then on March, 31, 2000 obtained the authorization of the CONESUP

for legal operation with the rest of the careers and MED programs.

The career of applied linguistics trains professionals in English as a foreign

language with an emphasis on teaching. In the same way this career focuses on the

scientific, technical and humanistic training for specialized professionals in the areas

of Linguistics and research, with a skill of leadership, critical, and reflective

entrepreneurs committed to the social interests of the country.

Occupational Field. The graduated students in this specialty may use its functions

in different areas of work that are related to the use of this foreign language, such as

the teaching, advisor and planner in the teaching of the English language and such as

linguistic-educative researcher.

Professional Profile. The bachelor of the career of Applied Linguistics in English

Receives an integral education based on scientific, technical, humanistic and

cultural elements. It handles properly the oral and written communication in the

English language through the development of the English (Listening, Reading,

Speaking, Writing and Use of English). He/she has a solid knowledge of English

culture and linguistic aspects.
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Develops processes associated with teaching for which designs plans and

programs of English. He/she develops linguistic-educative and social research

projects.
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CHAPTER 2

DISCOURSE

2.2.1. LINGUISTICS

In ancient civilization, linguistics was motivated by Panini in Tamil, or by the

development of logic and rhetoric among Greeks. Beginning of 4th century BCE,

China developed its own grammatical traditions, Arabic and Hebrew grammar were

developed during Middle Ages.

In the 18th century, modern linguistics started to develop, it continued in the 19th

century with the golden age of philology. In 1960 many fields in linguistics were

heard by Noam Chomsky, William Labov and Michael Halliday.

To understand a bit more about linguistics, here is a brief  explanation, it is the

study of language, which involves wide information of how human beings

communicate by expressing emotions, ideas, desires hypothesis and all other ways

that people express themselves. (Campbell, 1998, pág. 378)

Language changes over time, therefore linguistics is concerned of knowledge

system structured, how is it acquired, how is its use in the production and

comprehension of messages or how it changes over time.  All these concerns are

answered by analyzing them from the perspective of linguistics.

There are rules of a language which are also called grammar, are learned as a

person acquires a language. The branches of linguistics are phonology, morphology,

syntax, semantics and the lexicon.

The study of linguistics is important and can benefit as since it explains how and

why children, nations and people choose to adopt certain languages and what would

be the result in their development.  Knowing this information a person is more aware

of their language richness, it helps understanding why people are different than
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others and to help your kids understanding other people’s unique languages. (Crystal,

1992, págs. 5-7)

Linguistics has a lot of benefits as mentioned above, but it helps the learner

understanding other people’s cultures, avoid social misunderstandings and it crosses

any foreign boundary.

2.2.1.1 Pragmatics

Developed in the late 1970s, a subfield of linguistics that studies what the

speakers mean, how people comprehend and produce a speech act usually in a

conversation. (Levinson, 1983, pág. 372)

A success in a conversation is the speech events; speakers follow the rules for a

rich conversation.

In pragmatics, students understand language in a deeply way, since people tend

to translate English words in Spanish, or think in their native language before

speaking, pragmatics explains how the student can avoid doing that by understanding

deeply what the speaker is trying to transmit.

During a conversation, listeners have also to interpret what the speaker is saying;

in this case, they need to use their knowledge of the language.  Pragmatics helps the

listener understand information even though it was not mentioned in the conversation

more known as “invisible meaning”. (Mira, 2010, pág. 80)

Pragmatic Skills

There are several skills that a speaker and a listener need to follow in order to

have a rich conversation.

Following rules for conversations and storytelling such as:
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 Taking turn in conversation

 Introducing topic to conversation

 Staying on topic

 How to use facial expression and eye contact

Use of English for different purposes:

 Greeting

 Informing

 Demanding

 Promising

 Requesting

(Leech, 1983, pág. 25)

2.2.1.1.1. Context

To understand what the conversation is about by focusing on the general

information, those words that give us a hint of what the speaker is trying to say.

There are 3 types of contextual language:

Physical context comprehends what is physically present around speakers and

hearers, what is going on around him/her, what he hear or visible for the speaker or

hearer.

For example:

Can you please pass me that book?

I will meet you here tomorrow at the same time. (place)

Linguistic context is the history of what was said before, the hearer has to make

references.

For example:
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I do not understand it.

Social context is the social relationship between two speakers.

For example:

Mind your own business and leave me alone mom!

These types of words are not usually used when talking to your parents.

(Ohio State Ling, 2002)

(Peccei, 1999, pág. 24)

2.2.1.1.2. Discourse Analysis

Many people understand most of the time what others mean when they express

themselves, although there are sometimes misunderstandings when the other speaker

says something but the listener interprets it in another way.  Discourse Analysis goes

beyond the sentence; it analyzes what the sentence really means, going deeper than

words which are different than linguistics who analyzes language, emphasizing in

grammar, structure of sentence, etc.

Analysis of discourse looks not only at the basic level of what is said, but takes

into consideration the surrounding social and historical contexts, this means that a

sentence or a word can mean one thing to someone from a certain country but it

means something different from someone from another country.  This is one of the

reasons that the listener plays a huge role, since he/she needs to interpret the message

the correct way. (Paltridge, 2006, pág. 7)

Discourse Analysis has some parts for the speaker to follow in a conversation

such as: Turn Taking, Adjacency Pairs and Repairs.

Turn taking. In a conversation, speakers need to take turns to speak, the speaker

also chooses to continue speaking or let the other person take the turn; when the first

speaker finishes and selects the next speaker, he or she has to continue with the
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conversation, if the second speaker does not select a speaker, any of the speakers can

continue with the conversation.

Turn Taking has two central aspects: Frequency, which is how fast the turn

taking has been being used in the conversation, it can be high or low, it depends how

rich the conversation is.

The other central aspect is Control of Contribution, which is the amount of

information the speaker can say because in some cases the speaker cannot contribute

with a lot of details in a conversation since the conversation can be about religion,

therefore it provides less control over what the speaker can say.  The speaker can

also choose how much to say, in this case, he/she has the control of the amount of

information they want to express. (Bharathiraja, 2011)

Adjacency pairs. A unit of conversation, where each speaker takes a turn to

speak, it’s similar to turn taking but in this case it is only a one turn taking.

For example:

Martha: Do you like how this dress looks on me?

Steven: Yeah it looks good on you

Repairs. During a conversation a speaker sometimes makes errors, when this

happens, the speaker makes a self-correction by repeating what was said before and

this is called repair.

For example:

“We were anxious, I mean we were happy too but everything happened so fast”

In this case, the speaker says how he/she feels but corrects it saying that he/she

had another feeling as well. (Roseberry, 1998, pág. 52)
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2.2.1.2. Syntax

People know how to speak in their native language, now, some people can

explain how words are structured but some people cannot explain just because they

do not know how syntax works.  Syntax is the structure of the sentences, which

means how the sentence is written and why it is written that way.

To understand this, the following information can help by explaining each step a

person can use to analyze a sentence and its components.

(Chomsky, Aspects of the Theory of Syntax, 1969, pág. 5)

(Sutcliffe, 2014)

2.2.1.2.1. Principle

Phrases are essential in a sentence, noun phrase and verb phrase, they help the

sentence to make sense.

For example:

The boy ate the bread

The “boy” would be the noun phrase since it’s an animal, whereas “ate” is the

verb phrase since it is an action.

A sentence cannot be correct without the head, which is the main part of a

sentence, “the children sang with them”, in this sentence the words the children sang

can be completely understood by anybody but ”with them”, it is information that

needs to be completed by other information, it wouldn’t make sense.

Modifiers. The modifiers modifies the meaning of the sentence, there are

different types of modifiers such as: adjectives which modify nouns, and adverbs

which modify other parts of speech, however, not all adjectives and adverbs are

modifiers, just if they are used attributively.
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For example:

It was an awesome show (an is the modifier because it modifies the adjective)

The car is old (it modifies the noun)

Knowing the basic rules of syntax and with practice, the person will be able to

construct a sentence and understand how it is structured, in other words, why

speakers use articles, adjectives, nouns etc., and where to put them in the sentence.

(Chomsky, Aspects of the Theory of Syntax, 1969, pág. 7), (Valin, 1997, pág. 199)

2.2.1.2.2 Morphology

It is a subfield of linguistics which describes the structure of words in a

language. It also relates the form of meaning of morphological expressions.

(Aronoff, 2011, pág. 7)

Morphemes. There are simple words that cannot be divided into two parts like

dance, this simple word does not have an internal structure, but if –er is added to the

word dance, there would be the word dancer, these words are called complex words,

since they can be divided into two or more pieces, where the word dance is a verb

and when ‘er is added to the root dance, it makes it a noun meaning someone who

dances.

These pieces are called morpheme and they are divided by free morphemes

which are the one who had the word itself or bound morphemes are morphemes that

are connected to other morphemes.  To break words such as unhappiness, where -un

and –ness are bound morphemes, since they have to be next to –happi to make up a

word, these are called affixes because they are connected to the stem.  The affix –un

that goes before the word is prefix, while –ness is a suffix since it goes to the end of

the word. (Matthews, 1991, pág. 102)
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2.2.1.3. Semantics

Semantics focuses on a deeply understanding of meaning. It tries to understand

how it is constructed and how the listener can interpret it by the speaker.

Some people might understand a phrase or a comment one way, but another

person can understand the same phrase another way, since not everyone can analyze

the information the same way. (Lyons, Linguistic Semantics: An Introduction

Cambridge Approaches to Linguistics, pág. 103)

For example:

She is having her friend for dinner.

This sentence can be interpreted as (she is going to have dinner with her friend),

or, (she is going to eat her friend for dinner).

For example:

I am feeling like a million bucks.

This sentence is an idiom, which means that the person feels very happy, but it

can also be misunderstood by a non-native speaker as that the person feels like a bill.

For this reason, the receiver needs to have a high level of understanding so it will not

be a big problem when receiving information.

Linguistic semantics studies the meaning connected to language, the way a

speaker speaks is in an intentional and very aware way. What we say to communicate

is what we perceive in the environment and our attempt to understand how life is.

(Lyons, Linguistic Semantics: An Introduction, 1995, pág. 103)

Semantic Relationship. Synonymies are words that mean the same thing or at

least words that are much closed to the same meaning but are different written.
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Pretty and beautiful, intelligent and smart, awesome and wonderful, are words

that have very similar meanings.

Antonyms are words that have a completely different definition from each other.

Tall and short, ugly and pretty, sad and happy, are words that mean the opposite.

Polysemy is a word that has related meanings, words that are used to give different

meanings with the same word. Homophony is a word that sounds exactly like the

other word but has different meanings. High means when something is out of reach,

and hi is when you greet someone, the same as hello.

Sea is a body of salt that covers part of the earth’s surface and see which has the

same pronunciation is a verb for a person to contact other things by their eyes.

(Jackendoff, 1992, pág. 10), (Thomason, 1996, pág. 1)

2.2.2. STANDARDS OF TEXTUALITY

According to Beaugrande, Speech, text, discourse or a conversation is a unit of

spoken language that contains more than a sentence, using pragmatics to understand

the language in a deeper way, making use of syntax, semantics and Standards of

Textuality to have a completely and more understandable sentence.  The Standards of

Textuality are present almost in any kind of discourse.  Beaugrande uses the term

text for many of his examples since all of his spoken examples are printed in a text

form, however, the term is discourse in this document.  In each chapter of

Beaugrande explained what standards of Textuality were, there questions were

mentioned, these questions regard to the survey used for the hypothesis of this

protect later on.

2.2.2.1. Cohesion

Within a sentence, there are different ideas connected by a sequence of words,

making up a complete sentence, therefore cohesion is used to connect ideas.
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Within a sentence, various elements are needed to be included, in some sentences

more than one idea is used, that is when cohesion takes place, connecting ideas to

form a phrase or a sentence, in other words, the term “continuity” is used by

continuing having different situations related to each other.

To make use of cohesion, syntax needs to be understood and used since it is the

study of the rules of how words are put together in a sentence.

We suggested in III.14 that the stability of the text as a system is upheld via
a continuity of occurrences. The notion of “continuity” as employed here
is based on the supposition that the various occurrences in the text and
its situation of utilization are related to each other, or in cognitive terms:
each occurrence is instrumental in accessing at least some other
occurrences. The most obvious illustration is the language system
of syntax that imposes organizational patterns upon the surface text (the
presented configuration of words). In using the term “cohesion”
(“sticking together”), we wish to emphasize this function of syntax in
communication. (Beaugrande R. -A., 1981, pág. 4)

This part was used to make the Question number 1.

 Can you follow up different ideas that are connected during a conversation in

a recording?

This means if you can perceive when many aspects are mentioned in a

conversation and combined to make one complete idea. (Beaugrande R. -A., 1981)

Augmented Transition Network is a configuration of nodes, whereas is

connected by links. To move from one node to another, a Transition is made to be

able to identify links such as from “subject-to-verb” or “modifier-to-head”.

The functions of syntax reflect these cognitive factors. Since grammatical
dependencies often obtain among elements not directly adjacent to each
other (III.26), syntax must provide closely-knit patterns of various size
and complexity into which current materials can be fit.2 Hence, the
major units of syntax are patterns of well-marked dependencies:
the phrase (a head with at least one dependent element), the clause (a
unit with at least one noun or noun-phrase and an agreeing verb or verb-
phrase), and the sentence (a bounded unit with at least one non-
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dependent clause).3 These units can all be utilized in a short span of time
and processing resources. For long-range stretches of text, there are
devices for showing how already used structures and patterns can be re-
used, modified, or compacted. (Beaugrande R. -A., 1981, pág. 2)

This part was used to make the question number 2.

 Do you know how a phrase, a clause and a sentence work within a recording?

This means how well your grammar is to understanding a listening in real time.

(Beaugrande R. -A., 1981, pág. 3)

Here is an example of a transition network:

A strong and smart girl leads the strike.

Here you see that ‘‘a’’ is the head noun leading the rest of the sentence since it

has at least one noun depending on it. When the junctive occurs ‘‘a’’, it is obvious

that there will be another modifier is coming.

2.2.2.2. Coherence

When someone uses the potential of language and the knowledge learned enough

to make sense in a sentence.

For a sentence to be able to “make sense”, it needs to be coherent, a continuity of

senses are needed in a sentence for it to be understandable.  Past knowledge is

helpful as well when understanding a concept since the receiver is able to link the

new information with the old information.

There are some components of concepts that can be interpreted wrongly, and

misunderstanding can occur, therefore, having a better knowledge of concepts can

help.
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If meaning is used to designate the potential of a language expression (or other

sign) for representing and conveying knowledge (i.e., virtual meaning),
then we can use sense to designate the knowledge that actually is
conveyed by expressions occurring in a text. Many expressions have
several virtual meanings, but under normal conditions, only one sense in
a text. If the intended sense is not at once clear, non-determinacy is
present. (Beaugrande R.-A. , Introduction to Text Linguistics, pág. 1)

This part was used to make question number 3.

 When you listen to a recording, how well does it make sense to you?

This means, if you are listening, do you understand what you are reading? Is the

information well-structured for you to keep track of the conversation? Sometimes

readers judge a sentence without first taking in consideration language first.

The restrictions upon research which reduce all issues to a matter of variations
in time for performance on unrealistic tasks (including sentence
judgements along the lines depicted in V.18) run counter to the main
incentive for such an undertaking. We must work toward a diversity of
experiment types among which the everyday utilization of texts plays a
leading role. (Beaugrande R.-A. , Introduction to Text Linguistics, 1981)

 When you listen to a recording, does it make more sense when you listen

more to the same recording?

This means that if it is necessary for you to listen to more information, in order

to understand more?

Humans tend to jump right into conclusions even though the knowledge acquired

is not enough to understand some concepts; in this case the lack of knowledge

inferred is not used correctly.

Humans are evidently capable of intricate reasoning processes that traditional
logics simply cannot explain: jumping to conclusions, pursuing subjective
analogies, and even reasoning in absence of knowledge (Collins 1978).
For example, when confronted with a possible fact, people might say to
themselves: ‘If this were true, I ought to know about it; since I don’t
know, it is probably false’— the lack of knowledge inference described by
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Collins. The important standard here is not that such a procedure is
logically unsound, but rather that the procedure works well enough in
everyday affairs. (Beaugrande R.-A. , Introduction to Text Linguistics,
1981)

Contexts are sensitive to knowledge and meaning, since they are the key to

understand a text.

A third conclusion is that, as we have already stressed (V.8), knowledge and
meaning are extremely sensitive to the contexts where they are utilized.
We would like to pursue some implications of that view for a candidate
model of text coherence. Basically, the combination of concepts and
relations activated by a text can be envisioned as PROBLEM-SOLVING in
the sense of III.17. Given some fuzzy, unstable units of sense and content,
text users must build up a configuration of pathways among them to
create a TEXTUAL WORLD (V.2). (Beaugrande R.-A. , Introduction to
Text Linguistics, 1981, pág. 6)

2.2.2.3 Intentionality

As Beaugrande states, Intentionality is the concern of conveying a consciously

and deliberately a message. (Beaugrande R.-A. , Introduction to Text Linguistics,

1981, pág. 6)

The third Standard of Textuality could then be called intentionality, concerning
the text producer’s attitude that the set of occurrences should constitute
a cohesive and coherent text instrumental in fulfilling the producer’s
intentions, e.g. to distribute knowledge or to attain a goal specified in a
plan.9 (Beaugrande R.-A. , Introduction to Text Linguistics, 1981, pág. 4)

In a broader scale, it is important to understand the intention as a whole; this

means understanding the producer and receivers’ intentions and concluding what was

all that information about.  A test taker might be confused if he/she cannot

understand both parts intentions and might prefer to seek for other variables as

coherence and cohesion.  Therefore, question number 5 of the essay.

 Can you perceive the recording’s intention?
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The Second factor as mentioned above depends on the clarity of the message; the

speakers might give more information if it’s needed.  That sense of helping to the

listener to understand one’s message is called CO-OPERATION.

The principle of co-operation is stated as “make your conversational
contribution such as is required, at the state at which it occurs, by the
accepted purpose or direction of the talk exchange in which you are
engaged”.  Co-operadon would be clearly demanded in situations where
someone is in need of advice or assistance. (Beaugrande R.-A. ,
Introduction to Text Linguistics, 1981, pág. 4)

And the question number 6 is the following:

 Do you feel lost when listening to a recording?

2.2.2.4. Acceptability

“If acceptability is restricted, communication can be diverted. It is

accordingly taken as a signal of non-cooperation if a text receiver raises

questions about acceptability when the text producer’s intentionality is

obviously in effect (Dickens 1836-37: 774).” (Beaugrande R.-A. , Introduction to

Text Linguistics, 1981, pág. 7) According to Beaugrande, Acceptability is the text

receiver’s attitude towards communication.

According to Lakoff and Mohan, sentences are not as clear if we analyze them

separately. “Grammar would be a set of “fuzzy” instructions in which well-

formedness (conformity with the grammar) of sentences would be located

somewhere on a graded scale (cf. Lakoff 1973; Mohan 1977)”. (Beaugrande R.-

A. , Introduction to Text Linguistics, 1981, pág. 9)

So, Beaugrande sustained that there had to be a connection among all those

words that create sentences, and then paragraphs, and then meaning or also called

context
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“The really decisive consideration is the CONTEXT where sentences actually

occur”. (Beaugrande R.-A. , Introduction to Text Linguistics, 1981, pág. 4)

Therefore, having grammar as an ultimate plus for speaking, was a myth as there

were many factors that give sense to discourse.

“Considerations of this kind suggest that the notion of acceptability in the

narrow sense is really useful only for texts in situations, not for isolated

sentences.” (Beaugrande R.-A. , Introduction to Text Linguistics, 1981, pág. 4) And

for this reason it was taken into account this important factor in order to make

question 7.

 Do you understand the context of a recording?

To understand the second factor, it was necessary to read the words of a great

linguistic. “Successful communication clearly demands the ability to detect or

infer other participants’ goals on the basis of what they say (Allen 1979)”.

(Beaugrande R.-A. , Introduction to Text Linguistics, 1981). Beaugrande considered

this characteristic as a willingness to participate in a discourse, or also called attitude.

As the discourse goes on, an internal model of behavior is created; therefore, the

listener was able to predict what reaction the speaker took in order to shape the

situation.

“In a wider sense of the term, “acceptability” would subsume ACCEPTANCE

as the active willingness to participate in a discourse and share a goal”

(Beaugrande R.-A. , Introduction to Text Linguistics, 1981, pág. 4) and for this

reason, this information was taken into account for question8 of the survey.

 Can you notice the speakers’ willingness to interact in a recording?
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2.2.2.5. Informativity

It is very important when a receiver is trying to understand a message from a

context, to pay attention and avoid distractions, since the presentation can be new or

unexpected, this means that coherence is also involved for the receiver to have a

deeper interpretation.

As stated in I.17ff., we use the term informativity to designate the extent to
which a presentation is new or unexpected for the receivers. Usually, the
notion is applied to content; but occurrences in any language subsystem
might be informative. The emphasis on content arises from the dominant
role of coherence in textuality (as depicted in Chapter V), while language
systems like phonemes or syntax seem subsidiary or auxiliary and hence
less often in the direct focus of attention (Beaugrande R.-A. , Introduction
to Text Linguistics, 1981, pág. 1)

This information was used to make question 9.

 How well do you retain information that is not usual to you?

This means if you can remember information that you are not familiar with in

real time, for example news, a sport, an article, etc. that you have never heard about.

It is very common and useful to make a prediction or hypothesis of what is being

received, this is called probability, since there is a higher chance for the receiver to

understand the context.

“Senselessness (or nonsense) results from lack of continuity between an

occurrence and the rest or our knowledge and experience, and is doubtless hard

to tolerate”. (Beaugrande R.-A. , Introduction to Text Linguistics, 1981, pág. 3)

This information was used to make question 10.

 When listening to a recording, does new information make sense to you?
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“A sequence might be composed of syntactically probable elements (hence,

having low informativity in its cohesion) but conceptually improbable ones

(hence, having high informativity in its coherence)”. (Beaugrande R.-A. ,

Introduction to Text Linguistics, 1981, pág. 2)

For instance, having the sentence:

Him who disobeys, me disobeys.

It is ordinary in its coherence but non-ordinary in its cohesion, where

ordinariness helps easy processing, whereas non-ordinariness is more challenging for

the receiver.

2.2.2.6. Situationality

“The sixth standard of textuality can be designated SITUATIONALITY and

concerns the factors which make a text RELEVANT to a SITUATION of

occurrence.” (Beaugrande R.-A. , Introduction to Text Linguistics, 1981, pág. 5)

This chapter is basically split into two factors, management and monitoring.

We proposed in VIII.1 the term SITUATION MANAGEMENT for the use of texts in
discourse to steer the situation toward the participants’ goals. We noted
that the border between monitoring and management is fuzzy and can
best be described in terms of dominances. Monitoring, we suggested, is
typically done when the situation fails to match expectations, so that the
text producer’s goal is predominantly to resolve discrepancies and
discontinuities or at least to reaffirm expectations. (Beaugrande R.-A. ,
Introduction to Text Linguistics, 1981, pág. 2)

Therefore, Management deals with catching the objective of the speaker for

communicating; meanwhile Monitoring deals with targeting a non-expected object

by both parties, so both speakers have to make many expectations trying to predict

the TOPIC or problem, hence the process becomes an asserting model. For these

reasons the questions are.
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 How is your ability, when figuring out the situation mentioned in a

recording?

This question focuses on Monitoring, if the listener is able to understand the

whole process the speaker are going through predicting what the problem is.

 Can you understand the speaker’s objective to communicate in a recording?

These questions focuses on Management, what is the speaker goal for

communicating.

2.2.2.7. Intertextuality

“The seventh standard of textuality is to be called intertextuality and

concerns the factors which make the utilization of one text dependent upon

knowledge of one or more previously encountered texts” (Beaugrande R.-A. ,

Introduction to Text Linguistics, 1981, pág. 4)

What Beaugrande sustains is that in discourse the connection among the speakers

is stronger, as long as both have experienced and processed the same quality of

information, for example if two English teachers talk about their problems in a

classroom, the discourse will be fluid.  However, as it takes time to process this

information in both parties, it is not very common in conversation.

The special bind that to speakers create in intertextuality is called mediation.

This knowledge can be applied by a process describable in terms of MEDIATION

(the extent to which one feeds one’s current beliefs and goals into the
model of the communicative situation, cf. VIII.1): the greater the expanse
of time and of processing activities between the use of the current text
and the use of previously encountered texts, the greater the mediation.
(Beaugrande R.-A. , Introduction to Text Linguistics, 1981, pág. 4)

A second issue in intertextuality is TEXT ALLUSION: the ways people use or refer
to well-known texts (IX.1). In principle a text producer can draw upon
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any available prior text; but in practice, well-known texts are more
suitable as being more readily accessible to the receiver audience.
(Beaugrande R.-A. , Introduction to Text Linguistics, 1981, pág. 4)

These factors were important for understanding intertextuality and were taken

into account for question 13.

 Was the situation of the recording similar to yours?

Therefore, if the test taker had the same experience as in the recording, it means

that it would understand most of it and have a high level of intertextuality.

Another factor that concerns intertextuality is targeting the problem in a

discourse or also as Beaugrande calls “topic”.

The most suitable aspects of a topic to be developed are those involving
PROBLEMS and VARIABLES, i.e. things not yet established because they are
subject to difficulties or changes.8 In the form of a Gricean “maxim” we
would have: pursue those aspects of the presented topic which you consider
problematic or variable. (Beaugrande R.-A. , Introduction to Text
Linguistics, 1981, pág. 3)

Thus, it was considered for the 14th question of the survey

 Can you identify a problem that is happening in the recording?

This clearly states if the test taker can perceive the variable that matters the most

in the discourse.
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CHAPTER 3

LISTENING SKILL

It is the skill of understanding language in the oral mode that could be interactive

such as a mingle, videoconference, chitchat, etc.; or non-interactive that could be a

podcast, video, documentary, etc.

There are four kinds of listeners.  The first one is a non-listener, who is a person

that doesn’t pay attention; second, is the passive listener, who only understands the

outcome in a subtle way; third, is the “listener”, who is also the average one among

students of intermediate level and only listen what interests them; and finally, the

“Active Listener”, which the topic will be fully dealt later, it is the listener that

comprehends all the message as a whole.

Speaking Skill. Also known as Speech is a real-time process that deals with

producing, receiving and processing meaning that requires not only of linguistic

competence but of sociolinguistics as well.  All of these variables rely on many

factors such as the speakers per se, context, environment, purpose, and most

importantly a human repertoire of experience.

Reading Skill. In this skill, the reader and the text are continuously interacting in

a complex cognitive process to decipher meaning and that also relies on variables

such as knowledge, experience, culture and society.

Writing Skill. It is the symbolic representation of language that captures

meaning in a structured form. (Nasr, 1994, pág. 46)

2.3.1. Language Skills

In order to sharpen a language it is important to have the following skills on

consideration, by the bye are also mentioned by order of learning; Listening,

Speaking, Reading and finally Writing.
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When relating the four skills of language, there are two dimensions that ought to

be pondered.  The Receptive dimension is the one that regards to the language

outcome that is received from the person as to understanding it is necessary to read it

or listen to it as well, conducive to process the information and respond to it by the

Productive dimension which deals with Speaking and Writing.

These two dimensions were opposite having parallel connections, however.

Since Listening was directly linked with Speaking, and also Reading with Writing as

shown in Fig.1. (Beckett, 2006, pág. 32)

Figure 1 Language Dimensions

2.3.1.1. Hearing vs. Listening

Even though hearing and listening are synonymous, they are different

interpretations of information.  Hearing remarks to a few bits of information such as

tones and noises as stimuli, and the ear or nerve impulses send the information to the

brain, which hearing is eventually the ability to perceive sounds as a sense to be

aware of reality.  While Listening is the ability to comprehend individual sounds, for

instance letters, stress, rhythm, pauses, etc. ; and gather them all together to make a

more complex understanding of a language outcome in order to feedback and

communicate. (West, 2010, pág. 186).
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2.3.1.2. Active Listening

This new approach deals with truly understanding what is being said to one,

therefore, picking up the common ground of the conversation or listening; making it

an effective communication for later task or feedback.  Many people fail when

dealing with active listening since they rely on other features such as previous

information mentioned, the speaker’s background, tone of voice, gestures, etc. in

order to understand the message, however, the listener is doing it superficially.

Clearly, the most misunderstood interpretation is when people think they have

fully understood the message, when actually they have overestimated most of it for

many reasons which are the following. (Cournoyer, 2013, pág. 212)

2.3.1.2.1 Barriers

There certainly are many reasons why people fail on actively listening; the most

prominent ones are. (Ortiz Crespo, 2010, pág. 21)

Mixing up the forest and the tress. “To see the forest for the trees”, It is an

expression that conveys inability in which the listener pays attention for the specifics

rather than into the overall meaning.

There are two kinds of people: the trees people and the forest people.  The

former deals with listeners who are aimed to details with complete and concrete

explanations, therefore, they can explain the situation by giving features.  While the

latter deals with understanding everything as a whole, as a quick glimpse.

Good results in listening involves handling both sides; the forest to understand

the common ground, and the trees to supply illuminating examples.  Hence, being on

extreme sides is not the solution for delivering a good task or feedback.

Knowing the answer. Pre-stating what the speaker hasn’t yet concluded might

be the most common mistake and a disrespectful behavior as well, since the listener
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is pre-judging and reinforcing existing points of view.  This outcome is usual as

many listeners are led by paralanguage, previous information, situation, the speaker’s

attitude and background, etc. to avoid further discourse, suffice it to say, are not good

listeners.

Believing in language. Language is a guessing game where both persons

involved in the discourse are always interchanging roles and predicting what the

speaker is trying to say, and they predict according to their experience, either shared

or personal.

This is one of the most common barriers since the relation of the meaning of the

outcome with irrelevant information, and therefore emerged misunderstanding

among the listener.

As a result, the conclusion ends up with a staggering amount of experience

directly related with understanding through listening; therefore, the more people live

English, the more repertoires they will have to overcome the previous mentioned

unconformities, however, it is necessary to actively negotiate meaning impartially in

order to not corrupt meaning with our point of views.

2.3.1.2.2. Benefits

It opens up many opportunities to the listener as there is not a poor

communication, thus, this will lead to better resolving to problems, especially in tests

where a lot of concentration is needed.

Moreover, this will aid in daily life, owing to the fact that people are always

interacting with one another, from a regular acquaintance to the love of one’s life, or

work as well.

Also, retaining information is a remarkable plus as it will provide with additional

details and to be used for later.  This new skill is obtained when the brain gets used to
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a new style of listening and activates the memory area to go through to more

information.

Finally, active listening certainly gives confidence to the listener to deal with

complicated outcomes and resolve whatever task might be presented since people

surroundings are embroiled with communication. (O'Toole, 2012, pág. 75)

2.3.1.3. Disadvantages

Actually, there aren’t major detriments when speaking of active listening,

however, there is a little nonconformance from the speaker; since the listener may

paraphrase what the speaker is saying and also make questions that might interrupt

with the flow of the discourse.
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CHAPTER 4

THE RELATION BETWEEN DISCOURSE AND THE LISTENING SKILL

2.4.1. Decoding FCE Listening Paper

The objective of an English test is to grade a person’s target language as accurate

as possible giving a guarantee that the test taker is capable to perform in the given

level or score.  Therefore, a certain bias of what language performance must be

implied in the test, complying with these parameters an appropriate estimate of the

test taker’s level should be expected.

2.4.1.1. COGNITIVE LINGUISTIC STRATEGIES

2.4.1.1.1. Pragmatics

Test-makers’ intentions are if test-takers have the ability to deem the context of

the utterance beyond structural and linguistic knowledge, inasmuch as language does

not only involve grammar, but also other factors to overcome such as manner, place,

time, etc. (Soler & Martinez, 2008, pág. 201)

2.4.1.1.2. Semantics

Test-makers try to evaluate the test-takers capabilities to differentiate the large

array of sounds that English language has, therefore knowing if they are able to

understand the meaning of a sound sequence. (Valin Van, 2005, pág. 34)

2.4.1.1.3. Extra and Intralinguistic Contexts

Inter linguistics regards to bits of language that are only pertinent per se, to

illustrate this, “make the bed” is a proper English expression whereas if we translate

this to Spanish it would mean “hacer la cama” which makes no sense, thus, this is the
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study that test-makers are interested in since to master this knowledge, takes time

and dedication and refining.

Extra linguistics studies to the linguistic surroundings that are necessary to put

into account in order to comprehend the speaker or writer as well.  These are

potential factors that consist of place, audience, moment, etc.  There are three

contexts that should be regarded when speaking about extra linguistics, and these are

the following.

Historical context. The time that surrounds the outcome, for instance if we are

dealing with fairy tale material, it is important to journey our minds into how people

that at that time to understand what they are trying to convey.

Cultural context. Rules, customs, beliefs, etc. help to understand better the

outcome information.

Social Context. This remains internal information between the interlocutors,

since they know each other, there is a mutual feedback.

Therefore this kind of knowledge stands for a higher language performance that

grammar tests alone cannot achieve. (Allwood & Gardenfors, 1999, pág. 13)

2.4.1.1.4. Syntax

Test-Makers are also concerned with how the student understands the rules that

govern the structure of the sentence, since it can offer many clues to what the person

is trying to convey.

Moreover, different kinds of tenses deliver different meanings in different

contexts evaluating if the student can know these differences an avoid peril when

understanding. (Hargis, 2014, pág. 238)
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2.4.1.2. Explicit an Implicit meaning

As stated previously, an inference is a conclusion drawn from evidence or

reasoning from, in this case, “reading between the lines”.  The FCE strongly makes

their texts with the purpose of evaluating student’s explicit and implicit

understanding to seek for what they can state.

Therefore people state explicitly when the reading becomes clear leaving no

question behind.  Whereas, in implicit meaning, the student cannot state directly, but

understood in what was expressed.  In order to understand implicit meaning the

student may use more strategies to overcome the process.  For instance, the students

must rely on the explicit meaning making valid examples to defend its implicit

meaning and finally infer correctly.  This kind of process is what test-makers are

interested in, this also requires of a high language mastery. (Rod, 2009, pág. 1)

2.4.1.3. INFERENCES

FCE test-makers when making the material were very concerned of what makes

a bilingual a good English speaker.  Comprehending semantic and pragmatic

meaning is a leap to language mastery, and its process differs in each person,

depending in his/her interpretation or experience, and on many other factors as well.

The concept of linguistic inference is still a debatable issue, however, every

linguistic agrees that this process requires to access a harmonic connection of ideas

into the text, getting the overall gist and its parts. The types of linguistic inference are

described in the following. (Marroquin, 2007-2008)

2.4.1.3.1. Entailments

It is a logic-semantic inference where two independent propositions are true, and

most importantly can be inferred separately from the context, this means no extra

information is needed.
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For example:

The cat killed the mouse – entails that

The mouse is dead

Linguistically, this happens since kill and die belong to the same Hyponym

branch. (Marroquin, 2007-2008)

2.4.1.3.2. Presuppositions

The meaning in this case deals with a combination from the announcer’s

intention with the listener or reader’s knowledge of the world.

For example:

The pope is coming – presupposes that

The pope will come soon

To differentiate this from an entailment, it is necessary to negate the sentence,

for instance:

(p) - The pope is coming

(-p) - The pope is not coming: This presupposes that (a) we know by cultural

knowledge that the pope lives in Rome and not in Ecuador; (b) and for that reason he

has to travel to come.

If variables (a) and (b) explain (p) clearly, it means that there is an inference

based on ones knowledge about the world, making this a different kind of inference

in comparison with entailments. (Marroquin, 2007-2008)
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2.4.1.3.3. Implicative

In this type of inference, relevance takes place; this means that there was an

analysis based on previous knowledge, cultural information, customs, etc.; where

both pieces of outcomes cannot be understood independently but joined only.

For example:

A: The phone is ringing

B: It is Pedro

In order to understand it is important to make a general interpretation since there

can be many more, depending on an infinite array of factors.  However, let’s say that

A and B live together and are in the same room watching something appealing on TV

and far from the telephone.  This conversational outcome has to be constantly

analyzed, in this case A says that the phone is ringing so that B will pick up the

phone as an order or a favor; and then, B says that “it is Pedro “, so B will be free of

the order since he/she mentioned it at the last, and also because B predicted who the

person is and might be A’s friend.  All this analysis is already known by the speakers

without even fixating on it unless they want to lead to a discussion deciding who will

pick up the phone.

Therefore, this inference relies on characteristics that are picked up when

coexisting in an English environment. (Marroquin, 2007-2008)

2.4.1.3.4. Cognitive Inferences

To understanding the last type of inference it is important to think in terms of

memory, how extensive is our capacity to retain all the information people collect

throughout their lives; Experience and socio-cultural knowledge are the most

important factors taken place in this last inference. (Robinson & Ellis, 2008, pág.

230)
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2.4.2. FCE MAKEUP

2.4.2.1. Papers

Reading. This skill plays an important role since it shows how well the student is

doing in his comprehension by reading extracts from magazine articles, reports,

advertisements, etc.  This part of the FCE exam is composed of 3 parts and it has a

duration of 1 hour.

Students are evaluated on their understanding skill, their ability to detailed

understanding, attitude, understanding the main idea, cohesion and coherence and to

go along the development of a long text.

Here are some tips for students when taking the Reading part:

 Avoid reading the questions first because it can distract the students before

reading the extract.

 Read the first paragraph and then read the first questions, then go ahead and

read the second paragraph and read the second questions and so on.

 Read the instructions very carefully.

 Use a highlighter to underline the main ideas

 Do not take too long in a question, go to the next one and then go back to the

one you did not understand if you have time.

Part 1. In this part, students are focused on showing how their detailed

understanding is; they are tested on their capacity to understand the meaning of a text

and its purpose.  Students will be asked to read an extract, to fully understand it and

to answer some questions with the help of multiple choice answers.

You are going to read an extract from a novel. For questions 1 – 8, choose the

answer (A, B, C or D) which you think fits best according to the text.

Mark your answers on the separate answer sheet.
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I shifted uncomfortably inside my best suit and eased a finger inside the tight

white collar. It was hot in the little bus and I had taken a seat on the wrong side

where the summer sun beat on the windows. It was a strange outfit for the weather,

but a few miles ahead my future employer might be waiting for me and I had to make

a good impression.

There was a lot depending on this interview. Many friends who had qualified

with me were unemployed or working in shops or as labourers in the shipyards. So

many that I had almost given up hope of any future for myself as a veterinary

surgeon.

There were usually two or three jobs advertised in the Veterinary Record each

week and an average of eighty applicants for each one. It hadn’t seemed possible

when the letter came from Darrowby in Yorkshire. Mr S. Farnon would like to see

me on the Friday afternoon; I was to come to tea and, if we were suited to each other,

I could stay on as his assistant. Most young people emerging from the colleges after

five years of hard work were faced by a world unimpressed by their enthusiasm and

bursting knowledge. So I had grabbed the lifeline unbelievingly.

The driver crashed his gears again as we went into another steep bend. We had

been climbing steadily now for the last fifteen miles or so, moving closer to the

distant blue of the Pennine Hills. I had never been in Yorkshire before, but the name

had always raised a picture of a region as heavy and unromantic as the pudding of

the same name; I was prepared for solid respectability, dullness and a total lack of

charm. But as the bus made its way higher, I began to wonder. There were high

grassy hills and wide valleys. In the valley bottoms, rivers twisted among the trees

and solid grey stone farmhouses lay among islands of cultivated land which pushed

up the wild, dark hillsides.

Suddenly, I realised the bus was clattering along a narrow street which opened

onto a square where we stopped. Above the window of a small grocer’s shop I read

‘Darrowby Co-operative Society’. We had arrived. I got out and stood beside my

battered suitcase, looking about me. There was something unusual and I didn’t know
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what it was at first. Then it came to me. The other passengers had dispersed, the

driver had switched off the engine and there was not a sound or a movement

anywhere. The only visible sign of life was a group of old men sitting round the

clock tower in the centre of the square, but they might have been carved of stone.

Darrowby didn’t get much space in the guidebooks, but where it was mentioned

it was described as a grey little town on the River Arrow with a market place and

little of interest except its two ancient bridges. But when you looked at it, its setting

was beautiful. Everywhere from the windows of houses in Darrowby you could see

the hills. There was a clearness in the air, a sense of space and airiness that made me

feel I had left something behind. The pressure of the city, the noise, the smoke –

already they seemed to be falling away from me.

Trengate Street was a quiet road leading off the square and from there I had my

first sight of Skeldale House. I knew it was the right place before I was near enough

to read S. Farnon, Veterinary Surgeon on the old-fashioned brass nameplate. I knew

by the ivy which grew untidily over the red brick, climbing up to the topmost

windows. It was what the letter had said – the only house with ivy; and this could be

where I would work for the first time as a veterinary surgeon. I rang the doorbell.

1. As he travelled, the writer regretted his choice of

A seat.

B clothes.

C career.

D means of transport.

2. What had surprised the writer about the job?

A There had been no advertisement.

B He had been contacted by letter.

C There was an invitation to tea.

D He had been selected for interview.

3. The writer uses the phrase ‘I had grabbed the lifeline’ (line 15) to show that he

felt
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A confident of his ability.

B ready to consider any offer.

C cautious about accepting the invitation.

D forced to make a decision unwillingly.

4. What impression had the writer previously had of Yorkshire?

A It was a beautiful place.

B It was a boring place.

C It was a charming place.

D It was an unhappy place.

5. What did the writer find unusual about Darrowby?

A the location of the bus stop

B the small number of shops

C the design of the square

D the lack of activity

6. What did the writer feel the guidebooks had missed about Darrowby?

A the beauty of the houses

B the importance of the bridges

C the lovely views from the town

D the impressive public spaces

7. How did the writer recognise Skeldale House?

A The name was on the door.

B It had red bricks.

C There was a certain plant outside.

D It stood alone.

8. How did the writer’s attitude change during the passage?

A He began to feel he might like living in Darrowby.

B He became less enthusiastic about the job.

C He realised his journey was likely to have been a waste of time.

D He started to look forward to having the interview.
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Part 2. In this part, students are tested in their coherence, cohesion and text

structure, this means, they need to be able to know where a sentence can go since this

activity is a gapped text, there are some sentences in blank for the student to choose

which letter  with its own sentence goes where.

You are going to read an article about a woman who is a downhill mountain-bike

racer. Seven sentences have been removed from the article. Choose from the

sentences A – H the one which fits each gap (9 – 15). There is one extra sentence

which you do not need to use.

Mark your answers on the separate answer sheet.

Anna Jones tells of her move from skiing to downhill mountain biking and her

rapid rise up the ranks to her current position as one of the top five downhill racers in

the country.

At the age of seven I had learnt to ski and by fourteen I was competing

internationally. When I was eighteen a close friend was injured in a ski race, and as a

result, I gave up competitive skiing. To fill the gap that skiing had left I decided to

swap two planks of wood for two wheels with big tyres.

My first race was a cross-country race in 1995. It wasn’t an amazing success.

___(9)___ After entering a few more cross-country races, a local bike shop gave me

a downhill bike to try. I entered a downhill race, fell off, but did reasonably well in

the end, so I switched to downhill racing.

I think my skiing helped a lot as I was able to transfer several skills such as

cornering and weight-balance to mountain biking. This year I’m riding for a famous

British team and there are races almost every weekend from March through to

September. ___(10)___ In fact, there’s quite a lot of putting up tents in muddy

fields.

Last season I was selected to represent Great Britain at both the European and

World Championships. Both events were completely different from the UK race
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scene. ___(11)___ I was totally in awe, racing with the riders I had been following in

magazines. The atmosphere was electric and I finished about mid-pack.

Mountain biking is a great sport to be in. People ask me if downhill racing is

really scary. I say, ‘Yes it is, and I love it.’ Every time I race I scare myself silly and

then say, ‘Yeah let’s do it again.

’ When you’re riding well, you are right on the edge, as close as you can be to

being out of control. ___(12)___ However, you quickly learn how to do it so as not

to injure yourself. And it’s part of the learning process as you have to push yourself

and try new skills to improve.

Initially, downhill racing wasn’t taken seriously as a mountain-biking discipline.

___(13)___ But things are changing and riders are now realising that they need to

train just as hard for downhill racing as they would do for cross-country.

The races are run over ground which is generally closer to vertical than

horizontal, with jumps, drop-offs, holes, corners and nasty rocks and trees to test

your nerves as well as technical skill. At the end of a run, which is between two and

three minutes in this country your legs hurt so much they burn. ___(14)___ But in a

race, you’re so excited that you switch off to the pain until you’ve finished.

A lot of people think that you need to spend thousands of pounds to give

downhill mountain biking a go. ___(15)___ A reasonable beginner’s downhill bike

will cost you around £400 and the basic equipment, of a cycle helmet, cycle shorts

and gloves, around £150. Later on you may want to upgrade your bike and get a full-

face crash helmet, since riders are now achieving speeds of up to 80 kilometres per

hour.

A. I’ve fallen off more times than I care to remember.

B. I usually have to stop during practice sessions.

C. The courses were twice as long and the crowds were twice as big.
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D. I’m not strong enough in my arms, so I’ve been doing a lot of upper-body

training this year.

E. The attitude was: how much skill do you need to sit on a saddle and point a bike

in the same direction for a few minutes?

F. I finished last, but it didn’t matter as I really enjoyed it.

G. Nothing could be further from the truth.

H. It’s not all stardom and glamour, though.

Part 3. In this part, students are evaluated on their detailed understating and

opinion recognizing specific information.  Students are asked to read a magazine

article, it has information about different people, and then they have to choose which

person said what, the person can be repeated more than once.  This is a multiple

matching activity.

Instructions:

You are going to read a selection of letters from a monitoring magazine. For

questions 1-15, choose from the people (A-D). The people may be chosen more than

once.

A

Sundance by Teresa Wilson

Kerry:

I really don't know why this book is so popular. I mean, I suppose it is going to

appeal to young girls who want danger and romance, but I found this book really

tedious. For a start, the characters were really unconvincing. The author went out of

her way to add lots of details about the characters, but I found these details really

pointless. I thought that some of the facts she presented about the main characters

would become significant in some way later in the novel, but they didn't. They were

just worthless bits of information. I also was disappointed that, although this book is

meant to be about kids at high school, the writer seems to have no recollection at all

about what it's like to be 17. The main character thought and acted like a 32-year old.

It just wasn't believable. I'm not saying Teresa Wilson is a bad writer. She can
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obviously string words together and come up with a story that is appealing to a large

number of people, but she lacks anything original. There is no flair. It just uses the

same sort of language as you can see in many other mediocre novels.

B

Wild Ways by Margery Emerson

Liz:

I have to say that I won't forget this book for a long time. I was hooked from the

very first chapter. The devastating story affected me so much that I don't know if I'll

ever feel the same again. I was close to tears on several occasions. I've got images in

my brain now that I don't think will ever leave me. It's incredibly well-researched

and, although it is fiction, is based on shocking real-life events. I learned an awful lot

about things that went on that I never knew before. Margaret Emerson has a brilliant

way with words and I really felt real empathy towards the characters, although I was

sometimes irritated by the choices they made. However, the parallel story, the part

that is set in the present, is not quite so good. I found myself just flicking through

that part so that I could get back to 1940s Paris.

C

Orchid by Henry Rathbone

Imogen:

This is a delightful novel full of wonderful imagery, a paints a remarkable

picture of life in a distant time and a far-away place. If you're looking to learn about

Eastern culture in great detail, then this is probably not the book for you, as the

writer skims over most of the more complicated aspects of the country's etiquette.

The historical aspects are also not covered in much depth. However, I wonder

whether this was the writer's intention. By doing this, he symbolise the superficiality

of the girl's life. She, like the book, is beautiful and eager to please, but remains too

distant from us, the readers, to teach us much. Although I loved the book and read it

in one sitting, the ending was a bit of a disappointment. A story which involves so

much turmoil, in a place where the future is uncertain, should not have a happy-ever-

after fairy-tale ending.
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D

High Hills by Mary Holland

Hannah:

I read this book for a literature class. I know it's a classic, and I did try to like it,

but I just didn't get into it. I kept persevering, hoping that I'd start to enjoy it, but no

such luck. The famous scene out on the moors was definitely the best bit of the book,

but even that I found ridiculous when it is clearly supposed to be passionate. As I

approached the end of the book, I figured there must be some kind of moral to the

story, something that I would learn from the experience of trudging through seven

hundred long pages, but there was nothing worthwhile. I don't know why the literary

world sees this book as such a masterpiece. The characters are portrayed as being

intelligent, but they do such stupid things! And as for it being a love story - marrying

someone you don't love and then being abused by them - that doesn't spell love to

me.

Which person read a book which...

1. was set in an Oriental country

2. finished in an unrealistic way

3. had characters that the reader could sympathise with

4. is well-known and was written a long time ago

5. contained two stories

6. was not set in the past

7. was historically accurate

8. made the reader cry

9. contained insignificant details

10. has a well-known scene

11. is written for teenagers

12. had unbelievable characters

13. is classed as romantic fiction

14. contains nothing new in the way of writing

15. has an attractive but shallow heroine
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Writing. In this skill students are evaluated in their capacity of expressing their

own ideas, opinions, grammar, and knowledge of using formal and informal

vocabulary words.  This skill has duration of 80 minutes and it has two parts.

Part 1. Students have to show their skills on cohesion, coherence, register, and

accuracy by writing a letter or an email, replying to a friend for most of the part, in

this activity informal words are accepted.  The student has to write between 120-150

words.

You must answer this question. Write your answer in 120 – 150 words in an

appropriate style on the opposite page.

1. You have received an email from your English-speaking friend, Sara, who is

planning to open a restaurant. Read Sara’s email and the notes you have made.

Then write an email to Sara, using all your notes.

email

From: Sara Martins

Sent: 15
th

March 2006

Subject: Restaurant

Say when and

why

Suggest …

You remember how Alex and I have always wanted

to open a restaurant – well, we’re going to do it!

We want to serve food from different countries in

our restaurant so we’re planning to travel around to

collect some ideas. We want to come to your country.

When is the best time to come?

We want to find out what people cook at home

every day. What’s the best way for us to do that?

We’d also like to go to some local restaurants

which serve traditional food. Can you recommend

one?

When we open the restaurant in July, we’d like

you to come. Will you be free?

Yes, give

details

No,

because

…

CONTINUE
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Reply soon.

Sara

Write your email. You must use grammatically correct sentences with accurate

spelling and punctuation in a style appropriate for the situation.

Question 1

_____________________________________________________

Email

_____________________________________________________

To: Sara Martins

Sent: 16
th

March 2006

Subject: Restaurant

_________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Part 2. In this part students will be evaluated on their coherence, formal

vocabulary and own opinion. Students will be asked to write 1 of the 4 questions

they will be given.

Write an answer to one of the questions 2 – 5 in this part. Write your answer in

120 – 180 words in an appropriate style on the opposite page. Put the question

number in the box at the top of the page.

2. You have seen this announcement in an international magazine.
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My favourite teacher

Tell us about a favourite teacher of yours and say what you remember about him

or her.

We will publish the most interesting articles next month.

Write your article.

3. You recently saw this notice in an English-language magazine called Theatre

World.

Reviews needed!

Have you been to the theatre recently? If so, could you write us a review of the

play you saw? Include information on the characters, costumes and story and say

whether you would recommend the play to other people.

The best reviews will be published next month.

Write your review.

4. Your teacher has asked you to write a story for an international magazine. The

story must begin with the following words:

Anna had a very special reason for getting up early the next day, so she set the

alarm for 5 am.

Write your story.

5. Answer one of the following two questions based on one of the titles below.

Write the letter (a) or (b) as well as the number 5 in the question box on the

opposite page.

(a) The Citadel by A.J.Cronin

This is part of a letter from your English-speaking penfriend.

We are reading The Citadel in class. Didn’t you say you’ve seen the film? What

do you think of the main character, Andrew Manson?

Write a letter to your penfriend, giving your opinion. Do not write any postal

addresses.
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Write your letter.

(b) Round the world in 80 days by Jules Verne

Phileas Fogg and Passepartout are very different characters. Which one do you

think enjoys the journey most? Write an essay saying who you think enjoys the

journey most and why.

Write your essay.

Question

_________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Use of English. This paper consists of four parts, which all of them concern

about knowledge, reading and grammar skills.  It is more likely a paper designed to

qualify each student’s English experience since it includes proper words for specific

contexts that are learned throughout life, this means having a complete learning

process.

Part1. This part consists of a text with 12 gaps which are filled out with four

optional answers. In order to answer; knowing vocabulary and knowledge,

comprehending reading and finally understanding grammar, is crucial to resolve this

part.  For instance, right below there is an excerpt of the whole text with their

corresponding multiple answers aside.

A love of traveling

For Nigel Portman, a love of traveling began with what’s (0) … a “gap year”. In

common with many other British teenagers, he chose to take a year out before (1) …

to study for his degree. After doing various jobs to (2) … some money, he left home

to gain some experience of life in different cultures, visitin America and Asia. The

more adventurous the young person, the (3) … the challenge they are likely to (4) …

themselves for the gap year, and for some, like Nigel, it can (5) … in a thirst for

adventure.
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Settle down: to become quiet, calm or orderly; get up: to stand up; take over: to

start having control of something; hold back: to stop doing something.

These are the synonymous of the four different options in question 1, as it seems,

vocabulary is required, also all of them are in gerund form since they are after the

preposition “after”. Understanding the text is required as well, owing to the fact that

the situation is about not studying for a full year for a following reason, therefore

there is only one possible answer, and that is (a). Since general knowledge also

establishes that when we study, we become more responsible and calm.

As a result,

In common with many other British teenagers, he chose to take a year out before

(1) settling down to study for his degree.

1.

A. settling down

B. getting up

C. taking over

D. holding back

2.

A. achieve

B. raise

C. advance

D. win

3.

A. stronger

B. wider

C. greater

D. deeper

4.

A. put
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B. set

C. aim

D. place

5.

A. result

B. lead

C. cause

D. create

Part2. Syntax and text comprehension are the major requirements to answer a

text of 12 gaps to be filled with one’s criteria, this means, there aren’t multiple

choices to base on.

The temple in the lake

Lake Titicaca, often known (0) … the “holy lake”, is situated in South America

on the border between Bolivia and Peru. The lives of the people (13) … tools and

pottery have (14) … found on its shores have long remained a mystery. However,

scientists taking (15) … in an exploration project at the lake have found what they

believe to (16) … a 1000-year-old temple under the water.

Question number 13 regards to a possessive relative clause statement since the

subject who possesses is the people and the possessions are the tools and pottery.

Question number 14 is a passive voice statement as tools and pottery don’t have the

ability to find (Active voice), but be found; and as present perfect states, the verb

after the auxiliary have has to be in past participle, thus the whole answer is the

following.

The lives of the people (13) whose tools and pottery have (14) been found on its

shores have long remained a mystery.

Part3. Morphology takes places mainly in filling out the 10- gapped text, also

vocabulary and knowledge are necessary to find out the correct context.
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Walking holidays

The Real Walkers Company offers a (0) … of small group walking holidays

which explore some delightful hidden corners of Europe, the Americas and

Australasia. There is something for everyone to enjoy on these holidays, (25) … of

age or level of (26) … . The brochure includes various destinations and a range of

itineraries. These range from sightseeing tours of (27) … cities to undemanding

walking trips in unspoilt coastal and country regions and, for the more (28) …

traveler, challenging mountain or hill-walking espeditions.

But it would be (29) … to give the impression that these holidays are just about

walking. According to the brochure, an (30) … of walking is often the thing that

brings together a group of like-minded people, who share the (31) … of good

compaionshio in (32) … surroundings.

The company believes that its tour leaders are the key to its success. These

people are (33) … trained and are particularly keen to (34) … that each individual

traveler makes the most of their trip.

Answer options:

SELECT

REGARD

FIT

HISTORY

ADVENTURE

FAIR

ENJOY

PLEASE

ATTRACT

FULL

SURE
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In question 29, there are two clues.  The former, deals with understanding the

text; the paragraph above was describing walking trips.  The latter, we have the word

“just”, it has many meanings, however in this specific contexts means “only” which

is negative.  By knowledge, the multiple option “fair” is a good candidate, and as the

context is negative it is necessary a morphological change that is “unfair”. As a

result, (29) unfair gives the impression that these holidays are just about walking.

Part4. In this part there are 8 questions to be filled out, each one with a key

which is compulsory to use as a second sentence complying with the same meaning

from the example shown at the beginning.

35 The boys were sitting by themselves in the classroom.

OWN

The two boys were sitting … in the classroom.

According to the example, the key Word must not be changed therefore it is

necessary to analyze the best sentence to fit the second sentence; therefore,

knowledge, grammar, but most of all English experience is necessary to accomplish

this task with success.

The answer is:

The two boys were sitting (35) on their own in the classroom.

The answer can have an extra feature as; all on their own, this means that

mastery of English is necessary, at an intermediate level at least.

Speaking. This skill tells if the student has a good grammatical or lexical

resource, how discourse has been managed, and pronunciation and how interactive is

their communication.  It consists of four papers, each pair of candidates is

interviewed by 2 examiners, one of the examiners is in charge of the interview and

the other focuses on the students’ performance.  The test has duration of 14 minutes.

The Speaking part of the exam is a little more relaxing to some students, since they

can be more sociable and show their speaking skill.
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This skill focuses on how well the student is doing on their lexical resource,

discourse, interactive the student is.  The student has to be able to compare, give

personal opinions, describe images, agree and disagree, speculate and evaluate.

Paper 1. This part consists on the examiner asking personal questions about

oneself, studies, students’ likes.  The result will prove how good the students are

responding to general questions, giving their own opinions and how long they take to

answer a question.

The following example shows a possible way questions could be asked.

Good morning/afternoon/evening. My name is ………… and this is my

colleague ………… .

And your names are?

Can I have your mark sheets, please?

Thank you.

First of all we’d like to know something about you.

• Where are you from (Candidate A)?

• And you (Candidate B)?

• What do you like about living (here / name of candidate’s home town)?

• And what about you (Candidate A/B)?

Select one or more questions from any of the following categories, as

appropriate.

Likes and dislikes

• Do you prefer to spend time on your own or with other people? …… (Why?)

• Do you like cooking? …… (What sort of things do you cook?)

• What’s your favourite food? …… (Why do you like it?)

• Do you like going to parties? …… (Tell us about a good party you’ve been to.)

• Tell us about a day you’ve really enjoyed recently.
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Education and Work

• Do you find it easy to study where you live? …… (Why? / Why not?)

• Is there something new you’d really like to learn about? …… (Why?)

• Are you happier doing mental or physical work? …… (Why?)

• Do you prefer working on your own or with other people? …… (Why?)

• What kind of work would you really like to do in the future? …… (Why?)

Free Time

• Who do you spend your free time with? …… (What sort of things do you do

together?)

• How much time do you spend at home? …… (What do you enjoy doing?)

• What sort of music do you listen to? …… (Why do you enjoy it?)

• Do you ever go to concerts? …… (What kind of concerts do you enjoy?)

..... (What do you like about them?)

• Where do you like listening to music? …… (Why?)

• Does anyone you know have an interesting hobby? …… (What does he/she

do?)

• Have you got any plans for this weekend? …… (What are you going to do?)

As you can see, personal and general questions are asked in these questions,

candidates have to respond to each of them as clear, precise and fast as possible.

Paper 2. This part of the test consists on the examiner giving the first student 2

photographs, he tells the student to talk about the photographs on his own for a

minute without interruption, and then to answer a question about his partner’s

photograph.  The examiner gives the other student two photographs and tells him to

compare each photo and then to answer a question.
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Figure 2 Speaking 1 1

Figure 3 Speaking

The examiner tells the students to compare these two pictures for a minute and

then asks him to which type of show he would like to be and why.

Part 3. Examiner will show a picture and tell the students to talk about the

picture and have an agreement about it.  They only have three minutes to do this.

Students are evaluated on how well they evaluate, discuss, use language, work in

partners and give opinions.

Now, I’d like you to talk about something together for about three minutes.

(4 minutes for groups of three)

I’d like you to imagine that you and your friend are going to travel to any of

these countries, which country would you like to go and why? Here are 4 pictures

that can help you decide.
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United States

Figure 4 Speaking 1
Spain

Figure 5 Speaking 1
Brazil

Figure 6 Speaking 1
France

Figure 7 Speaking 1

The examiner tells students to look at these 4 pictures, he gives instructions to

the students to talk about these three countries, to say how beautiful these countries

are, and then to discuss and decide to which country they would like to visit.

Part 4. In this part, the examiner joins the conversation and asks questions about

the prior conversation which was in this case about the country they would like to

visit, students have 4 minutes to discuss about it.  Part 4 shows how well students use

their language by agreeing, giving opinions and avoiding yes or no answers.

Examiner:
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- Why did you choose that country?

- Some people would prefer to go to the most named country because everyone

has talked about that country, what do you think about that? Would you just go

to a country just because lots of people have gone too?

- What have you heard about the country you chose?

Students have to use appropriate language to respond to these questions, being as

clear as possible.

The Speaking part of the exam is a little more relaxing to some students, since

they can be more sociable and show their speaking skill.  It has duration of 14

minutes and it has four parts.  There will be two examiners who are going to be in

charge of evaluating the student, one of the examiners is in charge of the interview

and the other focuses on the students’ performance.

This skill focuses on how well the student is doing on his lexical resource,

discourse, interactive the student is.  The student has to be able to compare, give

personal opinions, describe images, agree and disagree, speculate and evaluate.

There are some tips that students can use when taking the Speaking Exam such

as:

 Avoid answering yes o no.

 Avoid using contractions when speaking to the examiner.

 Use useful phrases.

 Use imagination to describe the photograph.

 Use correct pronunciation.

 Speak loud and clear.

 Try to use formal words.

 Try to use personal examples.

 Use examples to back up your opinion.

 Listen carefully to the instructions given
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There are several things a student can do to make this part of the exam as fun and

relaxing as possible.

(University College Dublin)

Listening. In each part, the interlocutor will give the instructions to follow the

test properly; No speaking is allowed, and the answers will be passed on the answer

sheet at the end of the listening skill in a 5-min lapse.  All the questions must be

answered in real time since there is no subsequent time lapse to think after the

recording is played and later answer.

Part1. This paper consists of 8 questions, which are not related, each one having

a short listening about a monologue or a conversation between two persons. This

activity is multiple choice questions and the student has to show his skills,

specifically understanding the gist of the conversation or monologue, purpose,

relationship, place and function.  Each monologue or conversation is approximately

30 seconds and the student has to figure out which answer is the best.

Each recording has 3 multiple options as in the following.

Part1

You will hear people talking in eight different situations. For questions 1 – 8,

choose the best answer, (A, B or C).

1 You hear a young man talking.

The recording will mention all the sentences above first and later it will mention

the extract below:

Audio script

I’ve been thinking of starting on a course at college for a while, it’s not easy to

study when you’re working full time, and my only free time was after 6pm, then the

company where I work gave me a promotion and my new job involved managing

staff which I had no experience of, that’s why I chose this subject, my degree is in
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engineering you see. I still wasn’t too sure I wanted to give up the only part of the

day when I did absolutely nothing, but I’m actually enjoying going to college after

work.

End of audio script

1 Why did he go back to college?

A He needed a better job.

B He needed an evening activity.

C He needed new skills.

The most important clue is to seek for the real message. In this case option C is

the correct answer.

2 You hear a man talking on the radio.

What is he?

A an inventor

B a company employee

C a writer

3 You hear someone talking on the radio about an artist.

How does the artist feel about his work?

A He would like to exhibit it in an art gallery.

B He wants to make his creations last longer.

C He is happy to see his work destroyed.

4 You hear a woman talking to her son.

Why is she talking to him?

A to give him a warning

B to refuse permission

C to make a suggestion

5 You hear part of a lecture about the role of retired people in the economy.

What is the lecturer describing?
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A reasons why something is changing

B errors in statistical information

C disagreements between researchers

6 You hear a chef being interviewed on the radio.

Why did he decide to become a chef?

A to follow a family tradition

B to develop a natural talent

C to pursue his love of cooking

7 You hear a teenager talking about the sport she plays.

How does she feel while she is playing the sport?

A uncomfortable

B embarrassed

C confident

8 You hear an explorer talking about a journey he is making.

How will he travel once he is across the river?

A by motor vehicle

B on horseback

C on foot

Part2. When the interlocutor says to turn to Part2, he/she will read the lines of

the question which is a short description of the recording.  After that, the interlocutor

will give a 45-second lapse so the test taker will get familiarized with the 10 gapped

sentences.  After a beep, a 3-min recording will start, and it will be played again

directly.  The recording will talk about a topic between two persons or more.  While

the recording is played the test taker must fill out each sentence with a maximum of

three words.

Paper Sheet
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Part2

You will hear an interview with a woman called Helen Hunter who runs a summer

camp for teenagers. For questions 9 – 18, complete the sentences.

Summer Camps

+Helen says that people part in the summer camp usually sleep in a

Recording

Audio script

The summer camp is a chance for teenagers to meet people and learn

Recording

Audio script

Man: Now if you’re a teenager and you got some free time this summer then you

might be just interested in joining a summer camp.  I’m joining the studio by Helen

Hunter, from the summer camp organization, Helen…

Helen: Hello

Man: What exactly is a summer camp, do you sleep in a tent? Cook over an open

fire? That sort of thing?

Helen: Well, I’m sorry to disappoint you, but these days we prefer to take over

school where participants sleep and get to take showers in the morning…

End of audio script

The common answer for question 9 would be tent, as the man mentioned

previously, however, the answer is school; therefore, the test taker must continuously

target for the correct answer. Targeting and accurate answers will be requested, this

means that the students have to be attentive to specific information regarding to the

sentence context owing to the fact that there will be distractors that might mislead the

test taker.  Comprehension and seeking for specifics are the factors that take place in

this part.

Part3. When the interlocutor says to turn to Part3, he/she will read the

headlines which consist of two lists; the former is about different speakers, the latter

8

9
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consists of statements that are related with each speaker leaving one statement with

no use.  After that, the interlocutor will give 30 seconds so the test taker will read all

the part which consists of 6 statements and 5 questions (speakers).  After a beep, a

short series of 30-second monologues will be played, however, they won’t be played

directly again but when the series of recordings is finished. The topic will be the

same for all the speakers, according to the picture below the topic is about

“mistakes”; however, the experience of each one will be different.  While the

recordings are played the test taker must match the questions with the statements.

Part3

You will hear five different people about a mistake they recently made. For

questions19 – 23, choose from the list (A –F) the type of mistake that each person

made. Use the letters only once. There is one extra letter which you do not need to

use.

A ignoring someone’s advice

Speaker1

B failing to inform someone about something

Speaker2

C mistaking someone’s identity

Speaker3

D arriving somewhere to early

Speaker4

E getting a particular date wrong

Speaker5

F losing something important

Paper Sheet

Listenings

Speaker1: I arranged to meet Hanna by the clock tower, and I met sure I had

plenty of time to get there, the last thing I wanted is to have her waiting around for

me, after all she would have a much longer journey on the train.  Anyway, I was still

a little bit late, so I ran up to the clock tower, wind up behind her and put my hands

19

20

21

22

23
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over her eyes to surprise her, and she was surprised, because we didn’t recognize

each other at all.  I’ve never seen this person before in my life.  And Hanna, I found

out later was still sitting on the train somewhere.

Comprehending the general idea is fundamental in this task and also targeting

the specific situation in the statements.  According to the speaker’s argument, the

answer is C.

Comprehension and seeking for specific information are the aims to be qualified

in this part.

Part4. In this paper there will be a recording followed by 7 questions with a 3-

multiple choice for each one. The test taker will be subjugated to specific

information throughout the task.

Students are tested in their ability to listen for opinion and attitude, main idea,

specific and gist of the conversation or monologue and listening to intonation.

You will hear an interview with a conservationist who has built a cable car in the

rainforest. For questions 24 – 30, choose the best answer (A, B or C).

24 What feature of the cable car makes it particularly good for seeing wildlife in

the rainforest?

A  the speed at which it moves

B  the height a which it travels

C  the distance that it covers

For most of us, television films are the nearest will ever get to the wild life of

tropical rain forest, that’s why after years of working as a biologist in the rainforest,

Donald has built a cable car which runs through the treetops allowing people a much

closer look to the wild life, he described what the forest looks like from up there.

Hence, the answer is B

25 What is the main aim of the cable car project?
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A to educate local people

B to persuade people to save the rainforest

C to raise money for other conservation projects

26 What is the advantage of the project for the local people?

A They can use the land if they want.

B They can sell forest products to the visitors.

C More work is available to them.

27 Why was the cable car redesigned?

A so that people could touch the trees

B to avoid cutting down too much forest

C because it had to be brought in by air

28 How does Donald react to the suggestion that he has disturbed the wildlife?

A He explains what happened in the past.

B He criticizes what happens elsewhere.

C He denies that there’s been any disturbance.

29 Why is Donald sure his project is a success?

A This piece of forest has survived.

B Animals have returned to the area.

C Other projects have copied his ideas.

30 Donald thinks the future survival of the rainforest will depend on

A the size of the world’s population.

B the attitude of people towards it.

C the size of the areas left as forest.

(British Council)

2.4.2.2. Understanding the FCE Grading System

In order to understand the results, it was necessary to have a quick overview of

how the FCE was composed. In Fig2, there are 4 language skills including one extra
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Speaking
14 Minutes

Listening
40 Minutes

Use of English
45 Minutes

Writing
1 Hour 20 Minutes

Reading
1 Hour

task that evaluates grammar and vocabulary, each one with a different lapse of time.

In Fig3, each paper had distributed its questions in different ways.  There was a

different number of questions in each paper; Speaking, 20; Reading, 30; Listening,

30; Use of English, 42.  Even though the number of questions was not the same, all

the papers were worth 20 points in the overall score as shown in Fig4.

The intended score that FCE offers in its certificate is a B2 level from the CEFW

which stands for the Common European Framework.  In the FCE exam a test taker

can pass 60 points up on the overall score, and be awarded with a B2 level

certificate, and if the student gets higher than 79 points, he/she will get a C1 level

certificate as shown in Fig5.

However, if a test taker scores less than 60, it means that he/she will not receive

the FCE intended level.  If the student scores from 45 to 59, his or her performance

will still be recognized with a B1 certificate, and still won’t pass the exam.  And if

the score is less than 45, he or she must repeat the exam.  Therefore, having more

than 60 in the overall score is enough to pass the exam.

Once the FCE grading system was understood, another point must be mentioned.

In the FCE a test taker can pass with either 3 certificates, C1 or A, High B2 or B,

Mid-low B2 or C; however, if the organization that required the service, the

government in this case, asked specifically a B score, it has to be complied even

though the test taker passed the FCE exam with a C score.  A C score might be a

passable score but does not fulfill the entity’s grade expectancy in the example’s

case.

Figure 8 FCE Papers 1
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Speaking

4 Parts

Listening

4 Parts - 30 Questions

Use of English

4 Parts - 42 Questions

Writing

Part1 letter/email Part2 Choose 1 out of 4 - an
article, an essay, etc.

Reading

3 Parts - 30 Questions

Speaking

20 percent of the toatl score

Listening

20 percent of the toatl score

Use of English

20 percent of the toatl score

Writing

20 percent of the toatl score

Reading

20 percent of the toatl score

Figure 9 Paper's Composition 1

Figure 10 Overall Scores 1
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Figure 11 FCE and CEFW grades 1

Candidate Profile

Figure 12 Certificate 1

Candidate Name
VALENTIN VALHONDO PASCUAL

Place of entry BARCELONA

Score    Grade    Result
76/100      B      PASS

Exceptional

Good

Borderline

Weak

Reading

Writing

Use of English

Speaking

LIstening
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As shown in this certificate, the student Valentine took the FCE exam and passed

with a score of 76/100, which means that his grading level is B. The FCE grading

system will give a certificate of High B2, which is a passing grade. B level shows

that the student is able to cover a good proficiency.

According to the certificate, Valentine has a high score in the Listening Paper

with an exceptional ability; his Use of English and Speaking Paper are over the good

score in the middle of good and exceptional. He had more flaws in the Speaking and

Writing paper.

2.4.2.3. FCE Focus and Beaugrande’s Theory

Figure 13 FCE Focus 1

As seen on Fig.13, this is the official FCE Focus which is the parameters to

follow when grading the listening skill.  Taking the focus out, the result was the

following with their respective meanings and their direct relation with Beaugrande’s

types of discourse or also called standards of textuality:

Identify speaker feeling. The emotional side of someone’s character; emotional

responses or tendencies to respond.

Part1
•Genre, Agreement between speakers, Identifying the speaker's feeling,
Attitude, Opinion, Purpose, Gist, Detail, Specific information, Main points.

Part2
•Opinion, Detail, Specific information.

Part3
•Identifying the speaker's feeling, Attitude, Opinion, Purpose, Gist, Detail,
Main points.

Part4
•Attitude, Opinion, Gist, Detail, Specific information, Main points.
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The speaker transmits his feelings and emotions through his work and the

listener has to understand them. (Oxford Dictionaries, 2014)

Acceptability and Intentionality are the standards of textuality, since the speaker

wants to share his feelings and maybe convince the listener.

In addition it expresses Intertextuality since there is a bind of transmitting

concerns to the other person, according to Beaugrande:

“The most suitable aspects of a topic to be developed are those involving

PROBLEMS and VARIABLES, i.e. things not yet established because they are

subject to difficulties or changes.” (Beaugrande R.-A. , Introduction to Text

Linguistics, 1981, pág. 3)

Attitude. “Recognize how intonation can carry meaning and identify feeling and

attitude expressed mainly through intonation”

This means that intonation is very important while giving an speech or when

speaking, since depending on how you say it, either in a depressed or happy way, the

listener will notice and immediately identifies if the speaker said it in a depressed,

exciting or normal attitude.

Attitude will be part of one of the standards of textuality, where Intentionality in

a wider sense of the term, designates all the ways in which text producers utilize

texts to pursue and fulfill their intentions.

“We introduced the notion of INTENTIONALITY to subsume the intentions of

text producers. In the most immediate sense of the term, the

producer INTENDS the language configuration under production to be a cohesive

and coherent text.” (Beaugrande R.-A. , Introduction to Text Linguistics, 1981)

Opinion. Feelings or thoughts about somebody/something, rather than a fact.
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In the listening paper, the speaker gives his opinion about his thought of

something and transmits it in a story or conversation.

Intentionality would be a standard since the speaker is giving his opinion, maybe

trying to persuade the reader or just to mention what he thinks.

“We introduced the notion of INTENTIONALITY to subsume the intentions of

text producers. In the most immediate sense of the term, the

producer INTENDS the language configuration under production to be a cohesive

and coherent text.” (Beaugrande R.-A. , Introduction to Text Linguistics, 1981)

Coherence is also used since when giving an opinion to speaker needs to be

coherent, to be able to make sense.

“A text “makes sense” because there is a CONTINUITY OF SENSES among the

knowledge activated by the expressions of the text (cf. Hörmann 1976).”

(Beaugrande R.-A. , Introduction to Text Linguistics, 1981)

Intentionality and coherence are combined for a student to notice where the

reader’s opinion is. (Oxford University Press)

Purpose. The speaker’s purpose is to persuade, inform and entertain.

This means that the speakers want to convince the reader of his/her point of

view, he wants to inform or teach readers or listeners what he knows, and to entertain

to catch the receivers attention, therefore it would be a fun way to learn.

Within the Standards of Textuality, purpose goes along with coherence, since

there should be a continuity of senses, when the text makes sense it is because there

is a configuration between relation and concepts followed by well-structured

expressions.
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“A text “makes sense” because there is a CONTINUITY OF SENSES among the

knowledge activated by the expressions of the text (cf. Hörmann 1976).”

(Beaugrande R.-A. , Introduction to Text Linguistics, 1981)

It is also needs Intentionality since there is the intention of the receiver to feel

motivated to keep listening to the recording.

“We introduced the notion of INTENTIONALITY to subsume the intentions of

text producers. In the most immediate sense of the term, the

producer INTENDS the language configuration under production to be a cohesive

and coherent text” (Beaugrande R.-A. , Introduction to Text Linguistics, 1981)

Agreement between speakers.

The interpreter comes to the occasion of utterance armed with a theory that
tells him (or so he believes) what an arbitrary utterance of the speaker
means. The speaker then says something with the intention that it will be
interpreted in a certain way(1), and the expectation that it will be so
interpreted. In fact this way is not provided for by the interpreter’s
theory. But the speaker is nevertheless understood; the interpreter
adjusts his theory so that it yields the speaker’s intended interpretation.
(Davidson, 1986, pág. 440)

According to Davidson intention and clearness are prominent factors for

establishing convention. Beaugrande sustains the same factors in his Acceptablity

standard. These citations resemble Davidson’s underlined phrases above.

“Successful communication clearly demands the ability to detect or infer

other participants’ goals on the basis of what they say (Allen 1979)” (Beaugrande

R. , Introduction to Linguistics, 1981, pág. 4)

Gist. FCE’s Gist focus-term is a very general one, having a universal concept

about Gist. According to the University ….., it is the substance or general meaning of

a speech, for example, “It is difficult to get the gist of Juan’s talk”.
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Therefore, according to Beaugrande’s standards, gist matches with Situationality

due to the following citation.

“The sixth standard of textuality can be designated SITUATIONALITY and

concerns the factors which make a text RELEVANT to a SITUATION of

occurrence.” (Beaugrande R.-A. , Introduction to Text Linguistics, 1981)

The factors are the goals set by the speakers, that if not understood can be

inferred continuously until hitting the jackpot. Understanding the basic nature of the

discourse, is understanding the quality of the speaker’s objectives.

Detail. A general focus-term as well, which stands for a particular fact or piece

of information about something or someone. Sometimes we need extra help to

comprehend some information, and that sustains Beaugrande in Intentionality.

The principle of CO-OPERATION is stated as “make your conversational
contribution such as is required, at the state at which it occurs, by the
accepted purpose or direction of the talk exchange in which you are
engaged”. Co-operadon would be clearly demanded in situations where
someone is in need of advice or assistance. (Beaugrande R.-A. ,
Introduction to Text Linguistics, 1981, pág. 3)

Specific Information. Different from Detail, Specific Information is when the

test taker knows what he/she is looking for in the recording, concentrating on the

specific goal only and ignoring what is irrelevant.

According to the aim, it is Informativity, since a consciously attention is behind.

Main Points/Ideas. In a general term, it is the main point or thought that is being

expressed in a reading or speaking part, therefore, Cohesion is the matching standard

of textuality of this FCE Focus.

Genre. It is a principle of classification based on rhetorical practice and of

situations which cannot be analysed from structure but from context. The situations
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depend on the intention of the speaker, for example, there is descriptive, narrative,

expository, etc.

“We proposed in VIII.1 the term SITUATION MANAGEMENT for the use of

texts in discourse to steer the situation toward the participants’ goals”.

Therefore, Situationality is the matching element since the situation differs

from the speakers objective or intention.” (Beaugrande R.-A. , Introduction to

Text Linguistics, 1981, pág. 2)

Board 1Survey Questions

SURVEY QUESTIONS BEAUGRANDE
1981

FCE FOCUS

1. Can you follow up different ideas that are
connected during a conversation in a
recording?

Cohesion Main Points

2. Do you know how a phrase, a clause and a
sentence works within a recording?
3. When you listen to a recording, how well
does it make sense to you?

Coherence Opinion,
Purpose

4. When you listen to a recording, does it
make more sense when you listen more to the
same recording?
5. Can you perceive the recording’s intention? Intentionality Detail,

Opinion,
Feeling,
Attitude,
Purpose

6. Do you feel lost when listening to a
recording?

7. Do you understand the context of a
recording?

Acceptability Agreement,
Feeling

8. Can you notice the speakers’ willingness to
interact in a recording?
9. How well do you retain information that is
not usual to you?

Informativity Specific
Information

10. When listening to a recording, does new
information make sense to you?
11. How is your ability, when figuring out the
situation mentioned in a recording?

Situationality Genre, Gist

12. Can you understand the speaker’s
objective to communicate in a recording?
13. Was the situation of the recording similar
to yours?

Intertexteaulity Feeling

14. Can you identify a problem that is
happening in the recording?
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2.5. ANALYZING FCE RESULTS

2.5.1. Data

In Annex.1, 129 students were displayed into a chart from Applied Linguistics in

English Language, who took the exam on November 2012 at Universidad de las

Fuerzas Armadas ESPE.  These charts were distributed in the following way.

Each line included the name of the student, then the speaking paper split into 5

parts, Pronunciation, Grammar, Vocabulary, Fluency and Comprehension; after that,

the reading paper, split into 3 parts; then, the writing paper with 2 parts; Listening

with 4 parts and finally Use of English with 4 parts as well.  Each paper concluded

with its score summing up the parts, this method was used in order to a better

understanding of the problem.

After all the papers in each line, the total score was displayed accompanied by

their respective FCE score and CEFW score shown in Annex.2.

2.5.2. Students

As shown in Annex.2, 62 students passed the FCE; 19 of them passed with an

exceptional C1 level according to CEFW or A Level according to FCE, and 43 will

pass with a B2 level according to CEFW, B or C Level according to FCE. 39

Students did not pass but had a certificate of B1 level according to the CEFW.

Finally, 28 Students will failed and have to repeat the test again.

2.5.3. Convertions And Graphics

Each paper from the FCE exam had a different number of questions, as shown in

Annex.3 the speaking paper had 20, reading 30, writing 20, listening 30 and Use of

English 42.  Which all of them sums up 142 points. In order to see which paper was

having flaws it was necessary to make all the papers equal by a rule of three.  For
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example, taking reading as reference, if 30 questions being the limit in the FCE will

relate with 20%, if 16 being the FCE score how much would be X in terms of 20%?.

20% was the chosen percentage since it was multiplied it by 5, which were the

number of papers, will result 100%. Once, all paper results have been changed in

terms of 100%, it was time to relate them and seek for the lowest on, and according

to the graphic in Annex.3, the Listening paper was the most decreased one.

Reading, Listening and Use of English needed a conversion into their scores in

order to make them equal. For example, in the Reading paper in Annex.5 there were

4 parts, each of them had a different number of questions; Part 1, 8; Part 2, 7; Part 3,

15. In part1 the average scored 4,92; in part2, 3.57; and in part3, 7,50.  If analyzing

each part, to see which was the highest and lowest as a reference without making a

conversion, part 2 would had been the lowest and part3 the highest, at this point all

the parts were regarded as the same which were truly not, since their number of

questions were different.

Therefore, making a simple rule of three could make the data eligible for

analysis.  As there were three parts in the reading paper, to make them equal would

had been using the number 33.33, as multiplied by three delivers a 100%. So, if 8 as

total number of questions was the same to 33.33 as considered the third part of a

100%; 4,92 being the score, what would had X be in terms of 100%?

Making the same conversion to all the three parts had concluded the same limit

without affecting the result, thus could be compared equally.  With the new results

part 1 was the highest and part 3 the lowest.

The Speaking and the Writing Paper did not need of conversion since their parts

had the same number of questions, for example in speaking; all its parts are worth 4

questions, they were already equal.

The linear graphics showed quantity among parts to see in a better detail which

paper has flaws as shown from Annex.4 to Annex.8.
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2.5.4. Summary

According to Annex.3, the Listening paper was the lowest of all, therefore it was

necessary to recount the number of questions answered in each of the four parts in

order to better comprehend the problem. 4 parts of the Listening Paper were analyzed

having different results; the goal after this was analyzing each part and seeking for a

relation;

Retaking the Listening Part in Annex.9, Part 4 was the highest; therefore, it

won’t be taken as a reference. Relating the FCE Focus of all the parts stood out a few

relations.

Both Part 2 and 4, had the same FCE Focus which was Specific Information also

known as Informativiy by Beaugrande.  Other than that there were not more

relations, however, Part1 was second the lowest and had a unique FCE Focus called

Genre also known as Situationality by Beaugrande.  The survey in Annex.10, which

was a relation between Discourse and the Listening skill, helped to identify if these

FCE Focus are the major problem for a low performance in the FCE exam.
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PART III

METHODOLOGICAL DESIGN

This research was applied, descriptive and of field.  The technique for collecting

data was the test.  The study was correlational quantitative and transversal.

3.1. Population Size and Sample

In this research, there was a total sum of the population.  This study was

concerned with 129 ESPE students.

The sample in this research was Census type since all of the students from 6th to

7th semester took the exam compulsorily.

3.2. Field Work

The FCE test was collected at ESPE University on December 2012, and was

analyzed in our respective homes.

3.3. Instruments for Data Collection

The instrument used in this research was the FCE test, books, the results needed

of a double check for more accuracy.

3.4. Data Processing and Analysis.

Quantitative data was compared with Excel graphs using percentages,

conversions, rates, mean, variance and standard deviation.
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3.5 Hypothesis system

3.5.1 Working Hypothesis

There is a relationship between discourse and the listening skill in the FCE exam

taken on November 2012 at Universidad de las Fuerzas Armadas ESPE.

2.5.2 Null Hypothesis

There is no relationship between discourse and the listening skill in the FCE

exam taken on November 2012 at Universidad de las Fuerzas Armadas ESPE.
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PART IV

TESTING THE HYPOTHESIS

To know which Standard of textuality the students were failing, a careful

counting of each question per person was made, by counting how many options the

students ticked in the survey as shown in Board.2.

In this chart there was a total of 129 students and were evaluated into 5 options;

very good, good, more or less, bad and very bad, thus, this is how the grading system

was intended. In order to know the difference among the options (very good, good,

more or less, bad and very bad) in the grading system, each option was given a

number of importance; therefore, multiplying very good by 5, good by 4, more or

less by 3, bad by 2 and finally very bad by 1, was finally giving them a difference in

range being very good the highest and very bad the lowest.

For example in question number 1 which dealt with cohesion; 26 students scored

very good, 36 good, 38 more or less, 23 bad, and 6 very bad. At the end, they were

the same results, VERY GOOD was no different from BAD for instance, thus, it was

necessary to give them a different intensity by multiplying with different rates and

later sum it up to see the overall result, for the purpose of contrasting them with the

rest of the standards of textuality.

In Board.4, the results were finally shown, each question of the survey was

added in each standard of textuality. For instance, question 1 and 2 of the survey

were cohesion and therefore added, question2 and 3 were coherence and were added

as well, and so on with the rest of the questions. This way, it was possible to see

which standard of textuality was the lowest, and second to lowest to identify the

problem in the relation between Discourse and the Listening Skill.
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Board 2 Listening Paper Scores 1

LISTENING
SKILL

DISCOURSE

VERY
GOOD
(X5)

GOOD
(X4)

MORE
OR LESS
(X3)

BAD
(X2)

VERY BAD
(X1)

RESULTS

SURVEY QUESTIONS
1 26 36 38 23 6 129
2 21 33 40 25 10 129
COHESION 235 276 234 96 16 857
3 19 34 41 29 6 129
4 20 35 46 24 4 129
COHERENCE 195 276 261 106 10 848
5 13 37 43 29 7 129
6 20 36 37 30 6 129
INTENTIONALITY 165 292 240 118 13 828
7 18 37 43 26 5 129
8 16 35 35 39 4 129
ACCEPTABILITY 170 288 234 130 9 831
9 14 24 38 38 15 129
10 18 19 32 38 22 129
INFORMATIVITY 160 172 210 152 37 731
11 23 30 41 29 6 129
12 18 33 46 30 2 129
SITUATIONALITY 205 252 261 118 8 844
13 14 49 33 27 6 129
14 15 42 33 32 7 129
INTERTEXTUALITY 145 364 198 118 13 838

Board 3 Listening Scores Graphic 1

COH
ESI
ON

COHER
ENCE

INTENTIO
NALITY

ACCEPT
ABILITY

INFORMA
TIVITY

SITUATIO
NALITY

INTERTEXT
UALITY

857 848 828 831 731 844 838

Figure 14 Listening Scores Graphic 1
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Board 4 Chi Square

Listening skill
Discourse

VERY
GOOD

GOOD MORE
OR
LESS

BAD VERY
BAD

COHESION Related
result

235 276 234 96 16 857

Expected
counts

189,14 284,82 242,99 124,31 15,72

Chi square
difference

11,11 0,27 0,33 6,44 0,0048

COHERENCE Related
result

195 276 261 106 10 848

Expected
counts

187,15 281,83 240,44 123 15,55

Chi square
difference

0,32 0,12 1,75 2,35 1,98

INTENTIONALITY Related
result

165 292 240 118 13 828

Expected
counts

182,74 275,18 234,76 120,1 15,19

Chi square
difference

1,72 1,02 0,11 0,03 0,31

ACCEPTABILITY Related
result

170 288 234 130 9 831

Expected
counts

183,4 276,18 235,62 120,54 15,24

Chi square
difference

0,97 0,5 0,01 0,74 2,56

INFORMATIVITY Related
result

160 172 210 152 37 731

Expected
counts

161,33 242,94 207,26 106,03 13,41

Chi square
difference

0,01 20,71 0,03 19,92 41,47

SITUATIONALITY Related
result

205 252 261 118 8 844

Expected
counts

186,27 280,5 239,3 122,42 15,48

Chi square
difference

1,88 2,89 1,96 0,16 3,61

INTERTEXTUALI
TY

Related
result

145 364 198 118 13 838

Expected
counts

184,94 278,51 237,6 121,55 15,37

Chi square
difference

8,62 26,24 6,6 0,1 0,3

1275 1920 1638 838 106 5777
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PART1 PART2 PART3 PART4

SCORES

SCORES

Figure 15 Intentionality Focus 1

Board 5 Second cause

LISTENING PAPER

FCE FOCUS

PART1 PART2 PART3 PART4

GENRE X
AGREEMENT BETWEEN

SPEAKERS
X

IDENTIFYING SPEAKER
FEELING

X X

ATTITUDE X X X
OPINION X X X X
PURPOSE X X
GIST X X X
DETAIL X X X X
SPECIFIC INFORMATION X X
MAIN POINTS/IDEAS X X
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VERY GOOD

GOOD

MORE OR LESS

BAD

VERY BAD

COHESION

1. Can you follow up different ideas that are connected during a conversation in
a recording?

2. Do you know how a phrase, a clause and a sentence work within a recording?

Board 6 Question 1

Listening skill
Discourse

VERY
GOOD

GOOD MORE
OR
LESS

BAD VERY
BAD

COHESION Related result 235 276 234 96 16 857
Expected
counts

189,14 284,82 242,99 124,31 15,72

Chi square
difference

11,11 0,27 0,33 6,44 0,0048

Figure 16 Question 1

ANALYSIS

Cohesion according to Fig.8, was the highest standard of textuality among all. In

Fig.10 the listening indicators, Very Good, Good and More or less were very high in

comparison to Bad and Very Bad, this could explain its prominence in relation to the

rest standards of textaulity. In terms of Chi square, the ones that stood out were Very

Good and Bad; Very good has an expected count of 189.14 but according to the

result of the survey it was a total of 235, this means that the result was better than

what was expected, since there were many students who ticked Very good, therefore

there was a Chi square difference of 11.11; Bad had an expected count of 124.31 but

according to the result of the survey it was a total of 96, this means that there were

less students who ticked bad, giving a Chi square of 6.44.
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VERY GOOD

GOOD

MORE OR LESS

BAD

COHERENCE

3. When you listen to a recording, how well does it make sense to you?
4. When you listen to a recording, does it make more sense when you listen

more to the same recording?

Board 7 Question 2

Listening skill
Discourse

VERY
GOOD

GOOD MORE
OR
LESS

BAD VERY
BAD

COHERENCE Related result 195 276 261 106 10 848

Expected
counts

187,15 281,83 240,44 123 15,55

Chi square
difference

0,32 0,12 1,75 2,35 1,98

Figure 17 Question 2

ANALYSIS

Coherence according to Fig.8, was in second place among all the standards of

textuality. In Fig.11 the listening indicators, Very Good, Good and More or less are

were high in comparison to Bad and Very Bad, this can explain its prominence in

relation to the rest standards of textaulity. In terms of Chi square, the ones that stood

out were More or less, Very bad and Bad; More or less has an expected count of

240.44 but according to the result of the survey it had a total of 261, this means that

the result was better than what was expected, therefore there was a Chi square

difference of 1.75; Bad had an expected count of 123.00 but according to the result

of the survey it was a total of 106, this means that there were less students who

ticked bad, giving a Chi square of 2.35; Very bad had an expected count of 15.55 but

according to the result of the survey it was a total of 10, this means that there were

less students who ticked Very bad, giving a Chi square of 1.98.
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VERY GOOD

GOOD

MORE OR LESS

BAD

VERY BAD

INTENTIONALITY

5. Can you perceive the recordings intention?
6. Do you feel lost when listening to a recording?

Board 8 Question 3

Listening skill
Discourse

VERY
GOOD

GOOD MORE
OR
LESS

BAD VERY
BAD

INTENTIONALITY Related result 165 292 240 118 13 828
Expected counts 182,74 275,18 234,76 120,1 15,19
Chi square
difference

1,72 1,02 0,11 0,03 0,31

Figure 18 Question 3

ANALYSIS

Intentionality according to Fig.8, was in sixth place among all the standards of

textuality. In Fig.12 the listening indicators, Good and More or less were very high in

comparison to the rest. In terms of Chi square, the ones that stood out were Very

good and good; Very good has an expected count of 182.74 but according to the

result of the survey it was a total of 165, this means that the result wass worse than

what was expected, since there are less students who ticked Very good which was a

negative result, therefore there was a Chi square difference of 1.72; Good had an

expected count of 275.18 but according to the result of the survey it was a total of

292, this means that it is higher than we expected, thus better, giving a Chi square of

1.02.
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VERY GOOD

GOOD

MORE OR LESS

BAD

VERY BAD

ACCEPTABILITY

7. Do you understand the context of a recording?
8. Can you notice the speaker’s willingness to interact in a recording?

Board 9 Question 4

Listening skill
Discourse

VERY
GOOD

GOOD MORE
OR
LESS

BAD VERY
BAD

ACCEPTABILITY Related
result

170 288 234 130 9 831

Expected
counts

183,4 276,18 235,62 120,54 15,24

Chi square
difference

0,97 0,5 0,01 0,74 2,56

Figure 19 Question 4

ANALYSIS

Acceptability according to Fig.8, was in fifth place among all the standards of

textuality. In Fig.13 the listening indicators, Good and More or less were very high in

comparison to the rest. In terms of Chi square, the ones that stood out were Very

good and Very bad; Very good had an expected count of 183.40 but according to the

result of the survey it was a total of 170, this means that the result was worse than

what was expected, since there are more students who ticked Very good, therefore

there was a Chi square difference of 0.97; Very Bad has an expected count of 15.24

but according to the result of the survey it was a total of 9, this means that it was less

than it was expected, giving a Chi square of 2.56.
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VERY GOOD

GOOD

MORE OR LESS

BAD

VERY BAD

INFORMATIVITY

9. How well do you retain information that is not usual to you?
10. When listening to a recording, does new information make sense to you?

Board 10 Question 5

Listening skill
Discourse

VERY
GOOD

GOOD MORE
OR
LESS

BAD VERY
BAD

INFORMATIVITY Related
result

160 172 210 152 37 731

Expected
counts

161,33 242,94 207,26 106,03 13,41

Chi square
difference

0,01 20,71 0,03 19,92 41,47

Figure 20 Question 5

ANALYSIS

Informativity according to Fig.8, was in seventh place being the lowest one of

all. In Fig.14 the listening indicators, Bad was the highest number of ticks from the

negative listening indicators which were Very bad and Bad, making this Standard the

lowest registered. In terms of Chi square, the ones that stood out were Good, Very

bad and Bad; Good had an expected count of 242.94 but according to the result of the

survey it was a total of 172, this means that the result was lesser than expected which

was negative, therefore there was a Chi square difference of 20.71; Bad had an

expected count of 105.03 but according to the result of the survey it was a total of

152, this means this wass a negative result for the student, giving a Chi square of

19.92; Very bad had an expected count of 13.41 but according to the result of the

survey it was a total of 37, which is extremely negative, giving a Chi square of 41.47.
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VERY GOOD

GOOD

MORE OR LESS

BAD

VERY BAD

SITUATIONALITY

11. How is your ability, when figuring out the situation mentioned in a
recording?

12. Can you understand the speaker’s objective to communicate in a recording?

Board 11 Question 6

Listening skill
Discourse

VERY
GOOD

GOOD MORE
OR
LESS

BAD VERY
BAD

SITUATIONALITY Related
result

205 252 261 118 8 844

Expected
counts

186,27 280,5 239,3 122,42 15,48

Chi square
difference

1,88 2,89 1,96 0,16 3,61

Figure 21 Question 6

ANALYSIS

Situationality according to Fig.8, was in third place among all the standards of

textuality. In Fig.15 the listening indicators, Very Good, Good and More or less were

very high in comparison to Bad and Very Bad, this could explain its third place in

relation to the rest standards of textaulity. In terms of Chi square, the ones that

stoodd out are Good and Very bad; Good had an expected count of 280.50 but

according to the result of the survey it was a total of 252, this means that the result is

worse than what was expected, since there are less students who ticked Good which

was a negative result , therefore there was a Chi square difference of 2.89; Very bad

had an expected count of 15.48 but according to the result of the survey it was a total

of 8, which was something good, giving a Chi square of 3.61.
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VERY GOOD

GOOD

MORE OR LESS

BAD

VERY BAD

INTERTEXTUALITY

13. Was the situation of the recording similar to yours?
14. Can you identify a problem that is happening in the recording?

Board 12 Question 7

Listening skill
Discourse

VERY
GOOD

GOOD MORE
OR
LESS

BAD VERY
BAD

INTERTEXTUALITY Related
result

145 364 198 118 13 838

Expected
counts

184,94 278,51 237,6 121,55 15,37

Chi square
difference

8,62 26,24 6,6 0,1 0,3

Figure 22 Question 7

ANALYSIS

Coherence according to Fig.8, was in fourth place among all the standards of

textuality. In Fig.16 the listening indicator Good was very high in comparison to the

rest. In terms of Chi square, the ones that stood out were Very good and Good; Very

good had an expected count of 184.94 but according to the result of the survey it was

a total of 145, this means that the result was negative for the student, therefore there

was a Chi square difference of 8.62; Good had an expected count of 278.51 but

according to the result of the survey it was a total of 364, this means that there were

many students who ticked Good which was a positive indicator, giving a Chi square

of 26.24.
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4.1 Testing the Hypothesis Listening Skill

The Chi Square test was a statistical hypothesis test that distributes the sampling

when the Null Hypothesis was true, it also determined if there was a significant

difference between  the observed frequencies and the expected  ones in one or more

categories as shown in Board.4 Chi Square.

Working Hypothesis is the following; there is a relationship between Discourse

and the performance of the Listening Skill in the FCE exam taken on November

2012 at Universidad de las Fuerzas Armadas ESPE.

Therefore, the Null Hypothesis is the following; there is no relationship between

Discourse and the Listening Skill in the FCE exam taken on November 2012 at

Universidad de las Fuerzas Armadas ESPE.

Figure 23 Testing the Hypothesis Liste 1

The calculated result was out of the critical value, therefore the Null Hypothesis

was rejected and the Working Hypothesis was accepted.
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4.2 Analyzing Results

In the theoretical frame it was suggested that the cause number 1 for a low

performance in the listening paper of the Fce exam was; the lack of Specific

Information according to FCE, or Informativity according to Beaugrande 1981, used

in the exam. The second cause for a low performance was; the lack of Genre

according to FCE, or Situationality according to Beaugrande 1981.

In Fig.20, Cohesion was the highest, dealing with main points students

understood the continuity of ideas; Coherence was in second place, dealing with

opinion and purpose, students understood the text based on his/her knowledge in

order to make sense all the pieces of information, and therefore inferring the context;

Situationality was in third place, dealing with genre and gist, which to summed up

deal with identifying the speaker’s goal and thus capturing the situation;

Intertextuality was in fourth place, dealing with the identification of the speaker’s

feeling, referring to a bind between speakers who had processed the text in many

encounters, to sum up, “the more you talk about the same text, the more familiar you

are with it”; Acceptability was in the fifth place, dealing with agreement between

speakers and the identification of the speaker’s feeling, here, students were able to

understand sentences as a whole, not individually, also by understanding the

speaker’s attitude towards the conversation could help infer the context;

Intentionality was in the sixth place, being very low deals with detail, opinion,

feeling, attitude and purpose, students have problems with conceiving the knowledge

and goal shared by the speaker; and finally, Informativity being the lowest of all,

deals with specific information, students had problems when subjected to new

information, this means details not perceived before and also retained.

Therefore, according to Fig.19, the Cause number 1 suggested in the theoretical

frame matches with the result, Specific Inforamtion or also called Informativity,

being the lowest among all, however, the second cause did not match with

Situationality as suggested, but with Intentionality.
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4.3. Conclusions

The Chi Square Test was used to distribute the sampling of this project in order to

see if there was a relation between the Discourse and the Listening Skill, the result

was out of the critical value, this means that the working hypothesis was accepted

and the null hypothesis was rejected. In addition, the relation was positive as it was

possible to analyze which options the students were having more or less security to,

and therefore observe their strengths and weaknesses. The lowest standard of

textuality was Informativity, since the negative listening indicators were, Bad and

Very bad, had their original results higher than expected, which means more students

with less listening level, in addition in the positive listening indicator which was

Good, the original result was less than expected, this means that there were less

students with good listening performance.

Specific information was the main cause as suggested by theoretical frame since

was the discourse type that needs of more concentration and experience. There were

many details that need to be retained, and this ability was acquired with experience

only, this means when the listener had trained its ear for new kinds of information, a

listening of whatever topic were not a problem, and therefore process this knowledge

to overcome an unexpected situation, it could be either a science input or a topic that

was never dealt with. This ability required of time and access to all kinds of material,

for this reason many students failed on Informativity.

The second cause for a low listening performance was Intentionality or

according to the FCE Focus; Detail, Opinion, Attitude, Feeling and Purpose. For this

very reason of having many aims, it covers the 62.5% of the entire listening paper,

making it the largest standard of all as shown in Board.5. Hence, students were

failing when trying to perceive the producer’s intention, goal and knowledge shared,

which was understanding the objective of the conversation as a whole.
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4.4 Recommendations

As there was a relation between Beaugrande’s theory of Standards of textuality

and the listening skill in the FCE exam, it was possible to track down the accurate

deficiencies the students were presenting. According to the chi square difference,

there was a strong deficiency in Informativity, the standard of textuality that dealt

with Specific Information, and the problem after this was Intentionality, which dealt

with the context as a whole. Therefore suggesting science video podcasts generalizes

both deficiencies as the student had to listen up to the new information and the

objective of the research as well. Combining both targets can deliver outstanding

results.

When evaluating the student’s listening performance for specific information,

the graders were looking for the understanding of new information in real time. And

there are some strategies to overcome this situation and these were the following.

First, having an idea of what the listening will be about can have a great advantage in

the student, for example the FCE exams generally use science recordings in order to

evaluate specific information, therefore preparing for these kinds of listening can

improve the student’s performance in this area. Second, trying to predict what is

coming next in the recording can also boost the odds of having a greater score since

the student is prepared for the answer and foremost, using active listening during the

recording. Third, is using the text of the exercise for their benefit in order to know

which word class would best fit the gap, and also using common sense to assert the

answer, and finally the text can work as a paraphrase guidance so the student can be

easily led to the answer. It is important that the student knows these strategies for the

purpose of going through the exam with ease and this way have a greater score.

Students who want to master the Intentionality standard, should always follow

these steps before taking it, so they can also learn more vocabulary words. To be

aware of what the exam is going to be about and practice in advanced, if possible 2

months in advanced. To get as much information about the exam as possible, how

long the test is going to last, how many questions would it have, how many marks

does the exam have, etc.  Balance time, take breaks from your studying time, and
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avoid distractions during your preparation for test time since distractions can lead

you to not focusing and learning.  Study for a minimum of 30 minutes each day and

just do the best. Reading and listening at the same time is very important since the

students practice pronunciation, read the words and listen at the same time. Listen to

commercials, TV programs or the radio is very helpful as well as having

conversations with English native speakers. (Cuesta College)
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PART V

THE PROPOSAL

UNIVERSIDAD DE LAS FUERZAS ARMADAS ESPE set an exam called

FCE ordered by Ministerio de Educacion in December of 2012, in order to know the

proficiency English level the students had, and therefore decided to keep running the

career or not.

The FCE exam consists of 5 skills, has been the listening skill the lowest of all.

A survey was done in order to know which characteristic of the listening were the

students having more difficulty with, from the seven characteristics every listening

have, the lowest was Informativity, and Intentionality being the second the lowest.

Having a low sense of Informativity it could affect parts 2 and 4 of the listening

skill; this characteristic had to deal with specific information throughout the

listening. Intentionality dealt with Feeling, Attitude, Opinion, Purpose, Gist and

Detail, therefore it covers all the 4 parts of the listening skill.

These flaws could have reliable solution, which the University was interested in

since the FCE had become the official exam to evaluate the students’ English

performance.
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1.1 STAKEHOLDERS ANALYSIS

Board 13 Staff Members

GROUPS INTERESTS PERCIEVED

PROBLEMS

RESOURCES

AND

MANDATES

STUDENTS The adquisition of

English skills.

Have problems with

the listening skill.

Follow strategies

in order to

comply with the

listening skill.

TUTORS To improve the

teaching process for

students.

The teaching system

does not meet the

FCE needs.

To better the

quality and

educational

conditions.

FCE

GRADERS

To level the test

takers' English

proficiency

accurately.

FCE test takers make

challenging focus

such as Informativity

and Intentionality in

the listening.

Aim the

educational

system for FCE

requirements.

MINISTERIO

DE

EDUCACION

English is an

important asset

nowadays

Students do not have

a good English level

To make Distance

Learning reach

levels of quality

under

international

standards
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5.2 PROBLEM TREE

“LOW PERFORMANCE IN THE LISTENING SKILL OF
THE FCE EXAM TAKEN ON NOVEMBER 2012 AT ESPE

Test takers did not
understand new
information when
listening

Students did not
understand the situation
presented in the
listening skill

Students did not use
discourse as should be
done on a daily basis

Students had
problems with Parts 2
and 4 of the Listening
paper

Students had
problems with Part 1
of the Listening paper

Students felt
confused

Students felt
frustrated at the
moment of taking the
test

Student could not
understand the
speaker’s intention

Students fell easily
for FCE’s distractors

Students were not
used to going
through non-ordinary
information

Students did not
understand the
speaker’s objective
when listening

Students had
limited English
exposure
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5.3 OBJECTIVE TREE

“HIGH PERFORMANCE IN THE LISTENING SKILL OF
THE FCE EXAM TAKEN ON NOVEMBER 2012 AT ESPE

UNIVERSITY”

Test takers
understand new
information when
listening

Students understand
the intention presented
in the Listening skill

Students use
discourse as should be
done on a daily basis

Students do not
have problems with
Parts 2 and 4 of the
Listening paper

Students do not
have problems with
Part 1 of the Listening
paper

Students do
not feel confused

Students do not
feel frustrated at the
moment of taking the
test

Students can
understand the
speaker’s intention

Students do not fall
easily for FCE’s
distractors

Students are used
to going through
non-ordinary
information

Students
understand the
speaker’s objective

Students have
unlimited English
exposure
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5.4 STRATEGY TREE

“HIGH PERFORMANCE IN THE LISTENING SKILL OF
THE FCE EXAM TAKEN ON NOVEMBER 2012 AT ESPE

UNIVERSITY”

Test takers
understand new
information when
listening

Students understand
the listening’s intention Students use

discourse as should be
done on a daily basis

Students do not
have problems with
Parts 2 and 4 of the
Listening paper

Students do not
have problems with
all of the parts of the
Listening paper

Students do
not feel confused

Students do not
feel frustrated at the
moment of taking the
test

Students understand
most of the listening

Students do not fall
easily for FCE’s
distractors

Students are used
to going through
non-ordinary
information

Students don’t
get lost during a
listening

Students have
unlimited English
exposure

A

A

A

A

B

B

B C

D
C
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Students do not have
problems with the
Listening paper

5.5 ANALITICAL STRUCTURE OF THE PROPOSAL

“TO BETTER THE LISTENING SKILL PERFORMANCE
OF THE FCE EXAM”

Test takers can
understand new sorts
of information when
listening

Students are able
to understand the
objective of the
listening

Students use
discourse as should
be done on a daily
basis

Students should take
a 24-listening-hour
course

Students should
take a Preparation
course for the FCE

AIM

PURPOSE

COMPONENT.1

ACTIVITY.1 ACTIVITY.2

COMPONENT.2 COMPONENT

Students should
participate in
debatable activities

ACTIVITY.3
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5.6 VERTICAL LOGIC OF OBJECTIVES

Board 14 Vertical Logic Of Objectives

NARRATIVE
SUMMARY OF
OBJECTIVES

INDICATORS MEANS OF
VERIFICATION

ASSUMPTIONS

AIM

To improve the
Listening Skill of
the students of
Applied
Linguistics in the
Distance
Learning Mode at
Universidad de
las Fuerzas
Armadas ESPE.

The state of
listening
development
increases promptly
and significantly to
the students after
executed the
proposal.

The proposal
targets specifically
to the students’
needs of the
Listening skill of
the FCE exam.

Students become
motivated with
their improvement
and are determined
to sharpen their
listening skill
further.

PURPOSE

To better the
listening skill
performance of
the fce exam

The student's
listening average
will increase as
they sharpen their
listening
performance

According to the
FCE exam, two
requirements were
very low,
Informativity and
Intentionality. The
acute strategies
will boot the
deficiencies
directly.

Students will lose
fear of getting
involved in an
English
environment, and
therefore, it will
incentive them to
interact with
others, practicing
and mastering
other skills as well.

COMPONENTS

1. Test takers can
understand new
sorts of
information when
listening.

The average of
parts 2 and 4 of the
listening skill will
increase.

Parts 2 and 4 of the
listening skill
represent 50% of
the listening score.

Students have the
sufficient
performance to
start boosting their
level.

2. Students are
able to
understand the
objective of the
listening.

The average of the
listening skill, this
means including
all the parts, will
increase.

Intentionality
covers 62.5% of
the listening skill.

3. Students use
discourse on a
weekly basis

The speaking
paper will increase

The speaking
paper represents
the 20% of the
FCE exam.

ACTIVITIES RESOURCES COSTS

CONTINUE
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1. These activities
will help improve
the Informativity
standard of the
the students of
Universidad de
las Fuerzas
Armadas ESPE
who study
Applied
Linguistics in
distance learning
mode.

TV
DVD PLAYER
INFOCUS
PROYECTOR
MP3 PLAYER
COMPUTER
STEREO
SHEETS OF
PAPER
PENCIL
INTERNET

US$120

2. FCE listening
simulations will
be made by  each
part in order to
acknowledge and
master the
format.
Therefore, this
method will help
the overall
listening skill of
the students.

MP3 PLAYER
SPEAKERS
SHEETS OF
PAPER
PENCIL

US$240

3. Speaking will
improve the
output and input
abilities by
encouraging them
listen first and
later speak.
Therefore the
two-language
dimensions which
are speaking and
listening will be
acute.

TV
DVD PLAYER
INFOCUS
PROYECTOR
MP3 PLAYER
COMPUTER
STEREO
SHEETS OF
PAPER
PENCIL
INTERNET

US$120
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5.7 BUDGET

Board 15 Budget

ITEM DESCRIPTION COST USD $

01 Internet Account 60

02 Didactive Material 300

03 Stationery 75

04 Tutor

TOTAL

400

US$965

5.8 TIMETABLE

Board 16 Timetable

MONTHS FST MONTH SCND MONTH THRD MONTH FRTH MONTH

WEEKS 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

ACTIVITIES

FCE SIMULATION PART1 X X X X X X X X

FCE SIMULATION PART2 x x x x x x x x

FCE SIMULATION PART3 x X x x x x x x

FCE SIMULATION PART4 X x x x X x x x

EXPOSITION X x x X x x X x x X

SCIENCE PODCAST X X X X X X X X X X X X

ENGLISH MOVIE x x x x

LISTEN TO A SONG X X X X

TED CONFERENCE X X X X X X

TAKING NOTES X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

DEBATE X X X X X X X X X X X X

OUTDOOR ACT. X X

DOCUMENTARY X X X

ROLE-PLAYING X X x X x X

CONTINUE

CONTINUE
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5.9 EVALUATION

The evaluation for the first activity was a written summary of the recordings

played since this was the way to prove what details the students were able to perceive

as the main goal was to improve the ability to grab new information in a listening.

The evaluation for the second activity was the simulations per se, since these

simulation parts are the official FCE tests for evaluating the listening skill in order to

prepare the test takers accurately for the task. Finally, the evaluation for the third

activity was speaking test which consisted of grading fluency, vocabulary, meaning,

structure, grammar and comprehension; in order to grade their speaking level.
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GLOSSARY

Active Listening: It is the state where all the input is worked on, understanding

the whole the meaning of the conversation as a whole.

Acceptability: The text receiver’s attitude towards communication.

Agreement between Speakers: Successful communication clearly demands the

ability to detect or infer other participants’ goals on the basis of what they say

Attitude: How intonation can carry meaning and identify feeling and attitude

expressed mainly through intonation”

CEFR: Stands for Common European Framework of reference for languages.

Coherence: When someone uses the potential of language and the knowledge

learned enough to make sense in a sentence.

Cohesion: Within a sentence, there are different ideas connected by a sequence

of words, making up a complete sentence, therefore cohesion is used to connect

ideas.

Detail: A particular fact or piece of information about something or someone.

Discourse: It is a habitual dialog between two persons or more.

Discourse Analysis: It is a general term for a number of approaches to analyzing

written, vocal, or sign language use or any significant semiotic event

FCE: Stands for First certificate in English

FCE Focus: This is a set of different requierements that the Fce graders request

for each part.

Genre: It is a principle of classification based on rhethorical practice and of

situations which cannot be analysed from structure but from context.

Gist: The substance or general meaning of a speech.

Hearing: It is the ability to hear sounds.

Identifying Speaker Feeling: The emotional side of someone’s character;

emotional responses or tendencies to respond.

Informativity: Is the Standard that conveys new information during a

conversation.

Intentionality: The concern of conveying a consciously and deliberately a

message.
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Intertextuality: It is the Standard that relies on previous experience of the same

content during a listening.

Listening Paper: The FCE exam consists of 5 papers or skills, Listening being

one of them.

Listening: It is the ability to understand what is heard.

Listening Skill: It is used to designate the language skill in general.

Main Points: It is the main point or thought that is being expressed in a reading

or speaking part.

Opinion: Feelings or thoughts about somebody/something, rather than a fact.

Original Oratory: It is on any chosen topic and is persuasive. Avoid

controversial or overdone subjects; this speech is a mix between narratives that

provide illustrations or light-hearted relief, and factual information from reliable

sources.

Purpose: The speaker’s purpose is to persuade, inform and entertain.

Situationality: The Standard that concerns the factors which make a text

relevant to a situation of occurrence.

Specific Information: When the test taker knows what he/she is looking for in

the recording, concentrating on the specific goal only and ignoring what is irrelevant.

Standards of Textually: These are the factors that are necessary in order for

discourse to take place.
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APPENDIX

Cornell System, Note taking

The Cornell System explains that for a student to be able to understand and

analyze more a reading or an audio, he/she should follow some steps for a better

understanding.

A student should have a piece of paper where the left side will be the Cue

column, and the right side will be Note taking column. Knowing these, there are five

steps to follow which are:

Record. Write any idea in the Note taking column, Use telegraphic sentences, the

lecture needs to be fully and meaningful.

Reduce. After calls, write in the Cue Column a brief summary, it needs to be

written down in short phrases or words; they need to be very concise and clear,

therefore there will not be any problem when reading them again. By doing this, it

helps on your memory to become stronger and shows you relationships, it is also

helpful when studying for future exams.

Recite. Cover the Note Taking Column with a sheet of paper, then look at the

words or phrases at the Cue column and recite the aloud in your own words the full

lecture.

Reflect. Reflect of what you are studying, ask yourself questions using the

information you have.

Review. Take ten minutes of your time reviewing every week your notes, this

will help you retaining more information and with your future exams.
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Active Listening

Everyday people get a lot of information from listening, by their bosses, friends,

colleagues, classmates, etc. They may communicate with the listener often, with all

of this listening, how much time does the listener spend paying attention?, or how

much does the listener actually remember from the conversation, chances are it is

less than we think, a lot of times, listeners act as if they are listening to the other

person, however, the reality is that the listener’s minds are racing to other topics or

already planning what they are saying in return. When they are worried with their

own thoughts they can miss important things that the other person is saying.

Just like other aspects of communication, listening is a skill, and the better a

listener you are, the more information you will retain from what others are telling

you. This can pay off with big rewards in one’s career and strengthen the bonds with

your family and friends.

Active listening is when a conscious effort is made to hear and understand what

other people are saying. You play close attention to what they are saying, and how

they are saying it, so that you can understand the complete message.

There are several things that can be useful to become a good active listener, first

the person needs to pay attention, it is an obvious statement, even so, it is the most

important part of active listening, make eye contact with the person talking to one,

ignore outside factors such as other conversations, so that the person can focus solely

on what the person is saying. Most importantly, the person must put his/her thoughts

on hold. Resist the urge to start planning out what the person is going to say in

return.

The person also needs to show to the other person that it is listening to them, in

order to receive the intended information by the speaker since he/she feels motivated

to talk, small exercises like nodding the head, smile, saying "yes" occasionally. All

of these signals can let the other person know the listener is interested in what he/she

is saying.
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Providing feedback on what the other person has just said is another important

part of active listening. For instance, all the people hear information through their

own personal filters and judgments, therefore, affecting the listener’s understanding.

To make sure the listener has correctly heard and understood the message,

paraphrase it or repeat it back to the person. Asking question to get more

information, but making sure of listening first before planning the response is the

best key.

The last two elements to active listening are to defer judgment, and to respond

appropriately. Deferring judgment means not interrupting when the other person is

speaking. Once they’re finished the listener can respond appropriately with an honest

response or opinion.

Active listening is a skill that all the people should use throughout life, the better

the people know how to listen, the more information the listener will receive from

the people around them. This helps make listeners make better decisions, and allows

them to pick up on important clues that other might miss.




